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Abstract. The augmentation variety of a knot is the locus, in the 3-dimensional coefficient space
of the knot contact homology dg-algebra, where the algebra admits a unital chain map to the
complex numbers. We explain how to express the Alexander polynomial of a knot in terms of the
augmentation variety: it is the exponential of the integral of a ratio of two partial derivatives. The
expression is derived from a description of the Alexander polynomial as a count of Floer strips and
holomorphic annuli, in the cotangent bundle of Euclidean 3-space, stretching between a Lagrangian
with the topology of the knot complement and the zero-section, and from a description of the
boundary of the moduli space of such annuli with one positive puncture.
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2 LUI´S DIOGO AND TOBIAS EKHOLM
1. Introduction
Let K Ă R3 be a knot and let ∆Kpµq denote its Alexander polynomial. We study the relation
between ∆Kpµq and holomorphic curve invariants of Lagrangian submanifolds of T ˚R3 naturally
associated to K. We first introduce the holomorphic curve invariants and then state our main
result and discuss its ramifications.
Let ST ˚R3 denote the unit co-sphere bundle of R3. The restriction of the Liouville form p dq to
ST ˚R3 is a contact form and the submanifold of unit covectors over K that annihilates its tangent
vector is a Legendrian torus ΛK Ă ST ˚R3.
We describe two Lagrangian fillings LK and MK in T
˚R3 naturally associated to K. The first,
LK , is the Lagrangian conormal of K that consists of all (not necessarily unit length) co-vectors
along K that annihilate its tangent vector. The conormal LK is diffeomorphic to a solid torus,
LK « S1 ˆ R2. The second, MK , is obtained from LK and the zero-section R3: LK intersects R3
cleanly along K and the Lagrangian MK is obtained by Lagrange surgery on this clean intersection.
The Lagrangian MK is diffeomorphic to the knot complement MK « R3zK.
The Chekanov–Eliashberg algebra ApΛKq of ΛK is called the knot contact homology of K. It is
a dg-algebra freely generated by the Reeb chords of ΛK with coefficients in CrH2pST ˚R3,ΛKqs, the
group algebra of the second relative homology of ΛK . Pick a homology basis pt, x, pq, where t is a
generator of H2pST ˚R3q, x maps to the longitude of the knot under the connecting homomorphism,
and p to the meridian. Here we use the natural identification of ΛK with the boundary of a
tubular neighborhood of K. The differential in the dg-algebra counts rigid holomorphic disks in
the symplectization Rˆ ST ˚R3 with boundary in Rˆ ΛK , with one positive and several negative
punctures at Reeb chords.
An augmentation of ApΛKq is a dg-algebra map  : ApΛKq Ñ C. Given such a chain map, the
dga-differential induces a differential on the chain complex kerpq{ kerpq2 the homology of which
is called the -linearized homology of ApΛKq. Denoting the collection of Reeb chords of degree 0
by a, the full augmentation variety V˜K is the set of values pet, ex, ep,aq P pC˚q3 ˆ C|a| for such an
augmentation. Let pi : pC˚q3 ˆ C|a| Ñ pC˚q3 be the projection. The top-dimensional stratum VK
of the Zariski-closure of pipV˜Kq Ă pC˚q3 is the augmentation variety. The augmentation variety has
codimension at most one. It is well-known that the point pex, ep, et,aq “ p1, 1, 1,0q “ p1,0q lies in
V˜K for any K. We show the following result about the full augmentation variety in a neighborhood
of this point.
Theorem 1.1. For any knot K, the full augmentation variety V˜K is smooth and 2-dimensional in
a neighborhood V˜ 0K of pex, ep, et,aq “ p1,0q, with Tp1,0qV˜ 0K isomorphic to kerpdtq under dp1,0qpi. For
every augmentation in a neighborhood U˜0K Ă V˜ 0K of p1,0q, the corresponding linearized homology
has rank one in degrees one and two and rank zero otherwise. Furthermore, the degree one and two
homologies form rank one holomorphic line bundles over U˜0K .
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 4.3. It implies that the augmentation variety VK Ă pC˚q3
contains a smooth 2-dimensional surface V 0K “ pipV˜ 0Kq through the point p1, 1, 1q, parametrized by
the variables λ “ ex and µ “ ep. In particular, VK is of codimension at most one, and is cut out
by a single polynomial, called the augmentation polynomial and denoted by AugKpex, ep, etq.
Since the knot complement Lagrangian filling MK induces augmentations of ApΛKq, the line
tx “ 0 “ tu lies in VK . Pick a vector field ypepq of chain-level representatives of generators of the
degree one linearized homology line bundle in Theorem 1.1, for points in tp1, ep, 1qu X V 0K . The
positive puncture of the disks we count lies at the chords in ypepq and the counts are as follows.
First, fxpepq counts disks that contribute to the dg-algebra differential of ypepq, augmented by
MK at negative punctures, and with boundary passing through a fixed meridian curve. Second,
ftpepq counts disks that contribute to the dga-differential of ypepq, augmented by MK at negative
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punctures, and that pass through a dual of the homology class t at an interior point. More details
will be given in Section 5. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let K Ă R3 be a knot, AugKpex, ep, etq its augmentation polynomial, and ∆Kpepq
its Alexander polynomial. With notation as above, we have fxpepq ‰ 0, except at finitely many
points, and
∆Kpepq “ p1´ epq exp
ˆż
´ ftpe
pq
fxpepq dp
˙
(1.1)
“ p1´ epq exp
ˆż
´Bt AugKBx AugK
ˇˇˇˇ
px,tq“p0,0q
dp
¸
,(1.2)
where (1.2) holds provided Bx AugK |px,tq“p0,0q ‰ 0.
Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 5. The proof uses several cobordisms of moduli spaces of
holomorphic curves. The starting point for the argument is Theorem 1.3 below. It interprets a
dynamical formula for the Alexander polynomial of a knot K Ă R3, consisting of counts of gradient
flow lines and loops in the knot complement, in terms of holomorphic annuli and strips in T ˚R3. See
[Mil62, Fri83, HL99] for the dynamical formula, and Section 2.2 for an alternative Morse-theoretic
proof. Let M δK denote a shift of the exact Lagrangian knot complement along a generic closed
1-form representing a generator of the first cohomology. The following result is proved in Section
3.2 using flow tree techniques from [Ekh07].
Theorem 1.3. Let K Ă R3 be a knot. For any almost complex structure on T ˚R3 agreeing with
the standard almost complex structure along the zero-section R3 and for all sufficiently small shifts,
the Alexander polynomial of K can be written as
(1.3) ∆Kpepq “ p1´ epqζanpepq ¨ τstrpepq,
where ζanpepq is the exponential of a generating function of holomorphic annuli in T ˚R3 stretching
from R3 to M δK and τstrpepq counts holomorphic strips between R3 and M δK .
The right hand side of (1.2) in Theorem 1.2 makes sense also at points in the augmentation
variety VK , where px, tq ‰ p0, 0q. This gives a Q-deformation of the Alexander polynomial (Q “ et)
that connects our work to topological string and physics invariants in low-dimensional topology.
More precisely, this observation is the starting point for a geometric treatment and Q-deformation
of the so called pZ-invariant of 3-manifolds, originating from a 3d-3d correspondence, see [GPV17,
GPPV17], for knot complements as described in [EGG`20, Section 4]. We describe this in Section
7.
For fibered knots, we prove in Proposition 7.9 that the quotient by 1´ ep of this Q-deformation
of the Alexander polynomial, where Q “ et, can be written as τK “ exp
`BtU0Kpp, tq˘, where U0K is
a certain Gromov–Witten disk potential for the knot complement Lagrangian MK . In Conjecture
7.10, we conjecture that a generalization holds true also for non-fibered knots.
Remark 1.4. The logarithm of τK can be interpreted as the dual coordinate s “ spx, tq or s “ spp, tq
of the deformation coordinate t in an extended (holomorphic) Lagrangian augmentation variety in
pC˚q4. This extended augmentation variety is Lagrangian with respect to the symplectic form
dx^ dp` dt^ ds, and given by the generating function U0Kpp, tq.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall a formula for the Alexander polynomial
of a knot K Ă S3 in terms of gradient flow loops and gradient flow lines in the knot complement,
and give a Morse-theoretic proof of that formula. In Section 3, we study the Lagrangians LK and
MK and their non-exact deformations, analyze holomorphic disks and annuli with boundaries in
these Lagrangians and in R3, and prove Theorem 1.3. In Section 4, we discuss coefficients in knot
contact homology, then study the augmentation variety of a knot, compute some linearized knot
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contact homology groups and prove Theorem 1.1. Section 5 is the main section of the paper. There,
we study several cobordisms of moduli spaces of holomorphic curves and prove Theorem 1.2. We
also relate the dependence of choices in that result with well-known properties of the Alexander
polynomial. In Section 6, we present some examples to illustrate our results. In Section 7, we
discuss how Theorem 1.2 relates to physical invariants from the point of view of Gromov–Witten
disk potentials and Floer torsion. Section 7 is the only part of the paper that relies on abstract
perturbations for holomorphic curves.
Acknowledgements. LD thanks Paul Seidel for a suggestion that led to the start of this project.
We thank Lenny Ng for helpful comments. LD was supported by the Knut and Alice Wallenberg
Foundation. TE was supported by the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation and the Swedish
Research Council.
2. The Alexander polynomial and gradient flows
In this section, we discuss how to express the Alexander polynomial in terms of counts of gradient
flow lines and gradient flow loops of S1-valued Morse functions. The results are well-known. We
state them in Section 2.1 and give a direct Morse-theoretic derivation in Section 2.2.
2.1. Dynamical definition of the Alexander polynomial. Let K Ă S3 be a knot and νpKq a
tubular neighborhood of K. Let YK “ S3zK and Y¯K “ S3zνpKq. Then H1pYKq “ Z. Let p be a
generator of this group. Consider an S1-valued Morse function f : Y¯K Ñ S1 such that f˚ppq “ rS1s.
If f has critical points, then we can assume that they all have index 1 or 2. Let g be a metric on
Y¯K . Let ∇gf denote the g-gradient vector field of f and ϕT its time-T flow. Assume that ∇gf is
everywhere transverse to the boundary BνpKq.
By the Kupka–Smale theorem, see e.g. [MP82], for generic g, we can assume two further transver-
sality conditions: stable and unstable manifolds of ∇gf intersect transversely and every gradient
flow loop γ of period T ą 0 is hyperbolic. The first condition implies in particular that gradient
flow lines between critical points of consecutive indices are isolated. The second condition means
that for any closed flow loop γ, the linearized Poincare´ return map pdϕT qx, x P γ, does not have
any eigenvalue of modulus 1. This implies that γ has a neighborhood that does not contain any
other flow loops (apart from multiples of γ).
Let O denote the discrete set of flow loops of ∇gf . Consider the zeta function
(2.1) ζlooppµq “ exp
˜ÿ
γPO
σpγq
mpγqµ
dpγq
¸
P Qrrµss.
Here, if γ has period T and x P γ, then σpγq P t˘1u is the sign of the determinant of 1 ´ pdϕT qx,
mpγq is the largest integer such that γ factors through an m-fold cover S1 Ñ S1, and rγs “ dpγqp
on H1pYKq.
The function f has an associated Novikov complex, that can be defined as follows. Consider the
maximal Abelian cover of rYK of Y¯K , with projection map pi : rYK Ñ Y¯K . Denote by µ the positive
generator of the deck transformation group Z. The lift rf : rYK Ñ R of f is a Morse function.
Consider the free product over Q generated by the critical points of f˜ graded by the Morse index.
Elements of the free product can be thought of as infinite sums of critical points and we let C˚pf˜ ;Qq
be the subspace of half-infinite elements. More formally,ÿ
xPCritpfq,
axPQ
ax ¨ x P C˚pf˜ ;Qq
if, for any x such that ax ‰ 0,
#tk ą 0 | aµ´k¨x ‰ 0u ă 8.
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The action of Z on rYK by deck transformations endows C˚pf˜ ;Qq with a free action of the ring
of formal Laurent series Qppµqq, consisting of sums with finitely many negative powers of µ and
possibly infinitely many positive powers. Here, µ is to be thought of as the exponential of the
positive generator of Z (or, equivalently, of the generator p P H1pYKq above). Since Q is a field,
Qppµqq is also a field, isomorphic to the field of fractions of the formal power series ring Qrrµss. The
complex C˚pf˜ ;Qq is a finite dimensional vector space over Qppµqq, generated by the critical points
of f . Recall that we assume that all these critical points have index 1 or 2. The Morse torsion is
defined as
(2.2) τMorsepµq :“ detMpµq,
where Mpµq is the matrix representing the differentialÀ
xPCrit2pfqQppµqqxxy
d2ÝÝÝÝÑ ÀyPCrit1pfqQppµqqxyy.
If f has no critical points, then we say that τMorse = 1.
Results of [Mil62, Fri83, HL99] imply that the Alexander polynomial of K can be written as the
product
(2.3) ∆Kpµq “ p1´ µq ζlooppµq ¨ τMorsepµq.
In Section 2.2, we give a Morse-theoretic derivation of this formula.
Remark 2.1. If K is a fibered knot, we can think of the Morse function f as coming from the
fibration Σ Ñ S3zK Ñ S1, which endows the knot complement with an open book decomposition
with monodromy given by a map φ : Σ Ñ Σ. We can arrange for φ to be a symplectomorphism
with respect to an area form on Σ. In that case, O is the collection of generators of the fixed point
Floer homology of φ (see [Spa17]).
For K fibered, the function ζloop agrees with a Gromov–Taubes invariant of S
1 ˆ S0pKq, where
S0pKq is 0-surgery on K Ă S3. More precisely, [Hut14, Lemma 2.11] and [Spa16] give explicit
formulas for the contribution to this Gromov–Taubes invariant of a simple periodic orbit γ and
its covers, depending on whether γ is elliptic or (positive or negative) hyperbolic. See Remark
3.5 for a related point concerning holomorphic annuli. For a general knot K, see [Mar02] for an
identification of the product ζloop ¨ τMorse with a Seiberg–Witten invariant of S0pKq.
2.2. The Alexander polynomial via Morse theory. In this section, we show that there exist
functions f and metrics g on Y¯K for which equation (2.3) holds. The formula then actually holds
for generic pf, gq, since the right side is invariant under generic deformations, see [Hut02]. Although
the rest of the paper is independent of this section, we include it since it gives a direct relation
between flow loops and holomorphic annuli and flow lines and holomorphic disks in Morse or Floer
theory that seems to be of importance also more generally. We use the notation of Section 2.1.
The idea is to break the flow loops and flow lines of ∇gf in the previous section into sequences
of short flow lines, by suitably perturbing the function f : Y¯K Ñ S1. Lifting the perturbed function
to Y˜K Ñ R and perturbing slightly, gives a Morse chain model for the homology of the Abelian
cover rYK , as a Qrµ˘s-module. (Before perturbing f , the lifted function could have arbitrarily long
flow lines and we would not be able to use polynomial coefficients.) In this setting, the Alexander
polynomial can be thought of as the degree 1 contribution to the Reidemeister torsion of this
homology.
To be more specific, recall that rYK is a maximal Abelian cover of Y¯K , which endows HkprYK ;Qq
with the structure of a finitely generated Qrµ˘s-module, for every k. We will be interested in
the case k “ 1. Since Q is a field, Qrµ˘s is a principal ideal domain. The module H1prYK ;Qq is
torsion and the Alexander polynomial ∆Kpµq generates the corresponding order ideal in Qrµ˘s.
This means that
(2.4) H1prYK ;Qq « Qrµ˘s{pP1pµqq ‘ . . .‘Qrµ˘s{pPmpµqq and ∆Kpµq “ P1pµq . . . Pmpµq,
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F F`F´
ind 1
ind 2
C1pYKq
C2pYKq
qC˚pF qpC˚pF q
µ qC˚pF q
Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the graph of φˆ. The arrows indicate where the
summands of C˚prYK ;µq are supported (when restricted to a fundamental domain
for the action of Z on rYK by deck transformations).
where Pjpµq are irreducible polynomials.
Recall that f : YK Ñ S1 is an S1-valued Morse function which only has critical points of indices
1 or 2, and that rf : rYK Ñ R is its lift. Let θ0 be a regular value of f and let F “ f´1pθ0q. In
order to create a µ-invariant Morse complex for rYK , we consider a Bott–Morse perturbation of f ,
denoted φ : YK Ñ S1, with a canceling pair of Bott maxima pF and minima qF on nearby preimages
F˘ “ f´1pθ0 ˘ q, and we let φ˜ : rYK Ñ R denote its lift. After morsification we then get the
following Morse complex of φˆ : rYK Ñ R:
C˚prYK ;µq “ qC˚pF q ‘ pC˚pF q ‘ C1pYKq ‘ C2pYKq,
where all summands on the right are Qrµ˘s-modules. See Figure 1 for a schematic depiction. We
think of F as a two dimensional handlebody with an associated Morse function. We can assume
that qC˚pF q is supported in degrees 0 and 1, and that the Morse differential on any index 1 critical
point s is
Bs “ m´m “ 0,
where m denotes the unique index 0 critical point. The differential in this complex can be written
as pC1pF q ‘ C2pYKq B2ÝÝÝÝÑ qC1pF q ‘ pC0pF q ‘ C1pYKq B1ÝÝÝÝÑ qC0pF q
where B1| qC1pF q‘C1pYKq ” 0 and B1| pC0pF q : pC0pF q Ñ qC0pF q is the map 1 ´ µ. Hence, H0prYK ;µq –
Qrµ˘s{p1´ µq – Q. Furthermore, the image of B2 is zero on the summad pC0pF q, and H1prYK , µq is
the cokernel of the µ-module homomorphism
(2.5) D “ B2 : pC1pF q ‘ C2pYKq Ñ qC1pF q ‘ C1pYKq.
The proof that Morse homology is isomorphic to singular homology can be adapted to showing
that the homology H˚prYK ;µq is isomorphic to HKprYK ;Qq as Qrµ˘s-modules. By (2.4), we can use
H1prYK ;µq to compute the Alexander polynomial.
Lemma 2.2. Pick bases for the left and right hand sides of (2.5), and let Apµq be the corresponding
matrix representation of D. Then ∆Kpµq “ detpApµqq.
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Proof. SinceH1prYK ;µq – cokerpDq, the lemma follows from a standard fact about finitely generated
torsion modules over principal ideal domains. The idea is that ∆Kpµq is the product of the invariant
factors of the Qrµ˘s-module H1prYK ;µq, and these invariant factors are the diagonal entries of the
Smith normal form of the matrix of relations Apµq. The product of these entries is the determinant
of the matrix. (See e.g. [Lan02, Section III.7] for details.) 
Remark 2.3. Alternatively, one can use the following elementary argument to demonstrate Lemma
2.2. If the right hand side of (2.5) has only one generator, the result is obvious. If there are n
generators cj , j “ 1, . . . , n then the image of the differential gives relations řnj“1 aijcj “ 0. Use
the first equation to eliminate c1, c1 “ ´ 1a11 pa12c2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1ncnq. The remaining equations are for
i, j ą 1: ÿ
ją1
ˆ
aij ´ ai1
a11
a1j
˙
cj “ 0.
By induction, the ideal is then given by the determinant detpA1q, which is equal the determinant
of the modified version A¯ obtained from A by Gauss eliminating the first column multiplying the
first row by 1a11 . The resulting determinant is then linear in
1
a11
and by cofactor expansion
detpA1q “ detpM11q `
ÿ
iě2
1
a11
p´1qiai1 detpMi1q,
where Mij is the ij-minor of A¯. Consequently, the original generator is
a11 detpA1q “
ÿ
iě1
p´1qiai1 detpMi1q “ detpAq.
Consider the Morse complex C˚prYK ;µq, generated by critical points of φˆ and with differential
that counts flow lines. Let d0 denote the count of flow lines from C2pYKq to C1pYKq. Let ψF denote
the count from pC1pF q to µ qC1pF q, η the count from pC1pF q to C1pYKq and ψc the count from C2pYKq
to µ qC1pF q. The differential on the Morse complex is then represented as the µ-module map with
matrix
Dpµq “
ˆ
1´ µψF ´µψc
η d0
˙
.
Lemma 2.2 implies that
(2.6) ∆Kpµq “ detDpµq.
Note that, by setting µ “ 0 in (2.6), we get that the leading coefficient in ∆Kpµq is det d0. If K is
fibered, then we can assume that f has no critical points, and recover the well-known fact that the
Alexander polynomial is monic.
In order to get a geometric interpretation of detDpµq, we first express it as a product of two
determinants. At this point, we use the inclusion Qrµ˘s Ă Qppµqq:
det
ˆ
1´ µψF ´µψc
η d0
˙
“ det
ˆ
1´ µψF ´µψc
µηψF d0 ` µηψc
˙
“ det
ˆ
1´ µψF ´µψc
µ2ηψ2F d0 ` µηψc ` µ2ηψFψc
˙
...
“ detp1´ µψF qdet
˜
d0 ` µη
˜ÿ
ně0
µnψnF
¸
ψc
¸
(2.7)
Equation (2.6) and the next result imply formula (2.3).
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Lemma 2.4. After canceling critical points of φˆ near preimages of F˘ “ f´1pθ0q in a µ-invariant
way we get a function φ¯ : YK Ñ S1 such that the first determinant in (2.7) equals p1 ´ µq times
the exponentiated count of flow loops of φ¯, denoted ζlooppµq in (2.1), and the second equals the
determinant of the Morse–Novikov differential of φ¯, denoted τMorsepµq in (2.2).
Proof. Consider first the first determinant:
(2.8) detp1´ µψF q “ det expplogp1` µψF qq “ expptr logp1´ µψF qq “ exp
ˆ
´
ÿ 1
n
µn trpψnF q
˙
.
To compare to (2.1), we need to relate trpψnF q with the number of flow loops of homological degree
n. Recall that the critical points in pCpF q and qCpF q cancel in pairs. The behavior of Morse flows
at such cancellations is well understood: if a cancels b along a shrinking flow line from a to b, then
rigid flow lines going into a are continued by the flow lines leaving b. It follows that a flow line
contributing to trpψnF q closes to a flow loop going n times around a generator of H1pY¯Kq.
Not all flow loops in ζloop come from ψ
n
F , though. There is a flow line from
pC0pF q to qC0pF q
(recall that F has a unique minimum), which contributes
exp
˜ÿ
ně1
µn
n
¸
“ 1
1´ µ
to ζloop. This explains why we need to multiply (2.8) with p1´ µq to obtain ζloop.
We now look at the second determinant
det
`
d0 ` µη
`
1` µψF ` µ2ψ2F ` . . .
˘
ψc
˘
.
We need to argue that the matrix we are taking the determinant of can be identified with Mpµq in
(2.2). The d0 term accounts for the ‘short’ flow lines in the Novikov differential, that do not pick
any power of µ. The term ηψnFψc can be interpreted as the flow lines obtained by starting with
the unstable manifold of an index 2 critical point (ψc), canceling n intermediate Bott maxima and
minima (ψnF ), and then intersecting with the stable manifold of an index 1 critical point (η). This
gives the ‘long’ flow lines in the Novikov differential.
Finally, we need to check that there are no flow loops and flow lines other than the ones counted
in the formula. To see this, consider flow loops and flow lines that stretch between at most n
Bott critical manifolds. As the Morse perturbation is turned off, it is standard that every flow
line converges to a configuration as above and the corresponding finite dimensional gluing of flow
lines gives a unique flow lines near each broken configuration for all sufficiently small perturbations.
Our formulas are inductive limits in flow length, and taking smaller and smaller perturbations as
n increases establishes the result. 
3. Flow loops, flow lines, and holomorphic curves
In this section we describe in more detail how a knot K has an associated conormal Lagrangian
LK Ă T ˚R3 diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ R2 and a ‘knot complement Lagrangian’ MK Ă T ˚R3 diffeo-
morphic to R3zK, as well as non-exact deformations of these Lagrangians. We study holomorphic
disks in T ˚R3 with boundary on LK or MK , and annuli and strips with one boundary component
on R3 and the other on LK or MK . For MK , we establish a 1-1 correspondence between these
holomorphic annuli and disks, and Morse flow loops and flow lines in R3zK, respectively. The
proof uses [Ekh07] but avoids much of the complications there since our Lagrangian submanifolds
here have fronts without singularities.
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3.1. Models of LK and MK . Let K Ă R3 be an oriented knot. We will consider exact and non-
exact Lagrangians associated to K in T ˚R3, as in [AENV14, Section 6]. Let LK Ă T ˚R3 denote
its Lagrangian conormal:
LK “ tpq, pq P T ˚R3 : q P K, p|TK “ 0u.
Consider a small tubular neighborhood νpKq Ă R3 of K, with projection pi : νpKq Ñ K. Let dθ be
a constant 1-form on K of integral 1, and ηL – pi˚dθ. Given δ ą 0, write LδK for the Lagrangian
that is obtained by applying to LK the non-exact symplectomorphism of T
˚pνpKqq that is given
by
pq, pq ÞÑ pq, p` δ ηLpqqq.
Note that LK X R3 “ K and LδK X R3 “ ∅.
Let MK denote the knot complement Lagrangian that is obtained by applying Lagrange surgery
along the intersection LK X R3 “ K1. Then MK is diffeomorphic to R3zK. See [MW18] for a
description of Lagrangian surgery on a clean intersection, and for the fact that if the intersection
locus is connected, then the result of surgery on two exact Lagrangians can also be made exact.
Recall from Section 2.1 that f is an S1-valued Morse function on the complement of a tubular
neighborhood of the knot K Ă S3. Using the tubular neighborhood, we extend f to S3zK by
making it approximately constant along rays in that neighborhood. Let dθ be a constant 1-form
on S1 and ηM “ f˚dθ. Note that ż
m
ηM “ 1,
where m is a meridian circle of K. Assume that 8 “ S3zR3 is not a critical point of f . When we
pick a metric g and consider the vector field dual to ηM , we will assume that 8 has a neighborhood
that does not contain periodic points of the gradient vector field, or points in gradient flow lines
connecting critical points of consecutive indices. Given δ ą 0, write M δK for the Lagrangian that is
obtained by applying to MK the non-exact symplectomorphism of T
˚pR3zKq given by
pq, pq ÞÑ pq, p` δ ηM pqqq.
Note that M δK is graphical outside of a small neighborhood of K, namely it is the graph of the 1-
form δ ηM . Given our assumptions on f , we know that the 1-form ηM is transverse to the 0-section
and that it has no critical points of index 0 or 3.
Remark 3.1. The non-exact Lagrangian shifts LδK and M
δ
K do not have cylindrical ends, but they
are asymptoptic to a cylinder on ΛK . For a Lagrangian filling with cylindrical ends, R-translation
invariant moduli spaces of holomorphic disks at infinity form boundary components of correspond-
ing moduli spaces in the filling. In particular such families can be continued as solution spaces of
disks in the filling. The analogous fact for asymptotically cylindrical fillings is also true. To see
this, note that the non-exact perturbation is of fixed size whereas the symplectic form in the sym-
plectization grows exponentially. Therefore, in sufficiently large disk bundles there is an arbitrarily
small change of the almost complex structure (for instance, given by conjugation by a map taking a
Lagrangian to its δ-shift) making the original disks holomorphic with the right boundary condition.
We now consider holomorphic disks with boundary on the Lagrangians LδK and M
δ
K , possibly
with a puncture asymptotic to a Reeb chord. Since such punctured holomorphic disks are injective
near the punctures, they are regular for a generic almost complex structure.
Our next result shows that for sufficiently small δ ą 0, moduli spaces of once punctured holo-
morphic disks are unaffected by the non-exactness of the Lagrangians LδK and M
δ
K . Hence small
1There are two ways of performing Lagrange surgery, which might not be even isotopic. Nevertheless, the two
versions of MK induce the same augmentations (which could be seen from the relation between LK and MK
mentioned in the proof of Lemma 4.22) below, so we do not need to distinguish them in this paper.
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non-exact shifts can also be used to compute the augmentations associated to LK and MK . Re-
call that the energy of a holomorphic curve with compact domain Σ and Lagrangian boundary
u : pΣ, BΣq Ñ pT ˚R3, Lq is Epuq “ şΣ u˚ω. If BΣ has punctures, then the definition of energy
of u must be adjusted and one uses the Hofer energy in the non-compact ends of the target, as
in [BEH`03]. Part piiiq below is about generalized holomorphic disks, which are trees of finitely
many holomorphic disks with boundary on a Lagrangian, where the edges correspond to inter-
sections with suitably chosen bounding chains. For details, see [AENV14, EN18]. In this paper,
generalized holomorphic curves are not used in the theorems stated in Section 1. They appear only
in Section 7.
Lemma 3.2. Let J be an almost complex structure on T ˚R3 that is standard near the zero section.
For any E ą 0, there is δ0 ą 0 and a neighborhood J of J such that for any 0 ă δ ď δ0 the
following holds for Lδ “ LδK or Lδ “ M δK and complex structures in J .
piq There are no non-constant closed holomorphic disks of energy less than or equal to E, with
boundary on Lδ.
piiq Assume that all moduli spaces of disks with one positive puncture on L0 are transversely cut
out. If a is a Reeb chord of ΛK of degree 0, there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between
holomorphic disks of energy less than or equal to E with one puncture asymptotic to a and
with boundary on Lδ and L0, respectively.
(iii) For each a of degree 0, the space of generalized holomorphic disks on Lδ with a positive
puncture asymptotic to a is canonically isomorphic to the corresponding space for L0 (which
is simply the space of ordinary holomorphic disks). It follows in particular that Lδ and L0
define identical augmentations.
Proof. Statement piq is a consequence of Gromov compactness. If there is a non-constant holo-
morphic disk uδ : pD2, BD2q Ñ pT ˚R3, Lδq, then ruδ|BD2s P H1pLδ;Zq is non-trivial, since otherwise
uδ would have vanishing area, by exactness of ω in T ˚R3. If piq does not hold then there is a
sequence of such non-constant disks uδ, δ Ñ 0 and its Gromov limit would contain a non-constant
holomorphic disk with boundary on L0, which contradicts exactness of L0. The existence of such
a disk follows from the fact that the homotopy class of the boundary in a sequence of holomorphic
disks with Lagrangian boundary is preserved under Gromov limit, see [Fra08, Proposition 3.2(ii)].
Statement piiq is a consequence of compactness and transversality. Denote by Ma,EpLδq the
moduli space of punctured disks for Lδ in the statement. Consider the space
Ma,Epr0, δ0sq–
ď
δPr0,δ0s
Ma,EpLδq.
By transversality, for L0, for δ0 ą 0 sufficiently small, each disk in Ma,EpL0q is the boundary
of a component of the space Ma,Epr0, δ0sq that is a compact 1-manifold and that projects as an
immersion to r0, δ0s. Write M0 for the collection of all such components. We claim that there
exists 0 ă δ1 ă δ0 such that all disks in Ma,EpLδq for δ ă δ1 lie in M0. This is again a consequence
of Gromov compactness.
Statement piiiq follows from piq and piiq: generalized holomorphic disks are combinations of one
disk with positive puncture and several disks without punctures. Since there are no disks without
punctures and the disks with punctures are naturally identified as δ varies between 0 and δ0, the
statement follows. 
Remark 3.3. We will see in Lemma 4.22 that, in the flow tree model for knot contact homology
[EENS13] we can arrange that no Reeb chord of degree 0 is the asymptotic limit of a punctured
disk with boundary on LK . In this case, Gromov compactness suffices to imply that below any
energy threshold, and for δ sufficiently small, LδK bounds no holomorphic disks with one boundary
puncture asymptotic to a Reeb chord of degree 0. Put differently, the 1-1 correspondence in part
piiq of Lemma 3.2 is between empty sets.
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3.2. Holomorphic annuli. We consider next holomorphic annuli in T ˚R3 between the zero section
and the Lagrangians LδK and M
δ
K , respectively.
Given a real number R ą 0, call AR :“ r0, Rs ˆ S1 the annulus of modulus R (or of conformal
ratio R). Given a Lagrangian L in T ˚R3, define
ManpLq “ManpR3, Lq :“
ď
RPp0,8q
 
u : AR Ñ T ˚R3 : BJu “ 0, upt0u ˆ S1q Ă R3, uptRu ˆ S1q P L
(
to be the space of J-holomorphic annuli of arbitrary modulus, from R3 to L. Given E ą 0, denote
by MEanpLq the subset of annuli of energy (that is, ω-area) at most E.
The automorphism group of the Riemann surface AR consists of domain-rotations in the S
1-
factor, and can be identified with S1. Hence, S1 acts on ManpLq by pre-composition with domain
automorphisms. Let u P ManpLq be an annulus with multiplicity mpuq P Zě2. This means that
u factors as v ˝ ϕ, where ϕ – AmpuqR Ñ AR is an mpuq-to-1 cover and v is an annulus that does
not admit such a factorization. Then, the isotropy group of u under the S1-action on ManpLq is
Z{pmpuqZq.
Denote the quotient by ĂManpLq–ManpLq{S1.
Since isotropy groups of multiply covered annuli are non-trivial, this quotient space is an orbifold
rather than a manifold.
Let us consider now the case where L is of the form LδK . Since the Maslov class of these
Lagrangians is zero, the expected dimension of the spaces ManpLδK q of parametrized annuli is 1.
Since LK is homotopy equivalent to K, we can write the homology class
“
u|tRuˆS1
‰ “ dpuqx on
H1pLδK ;Zq, for some dpuq P Z, where x is the fundamental class of the oriented knot K. A simple
calculation shows that the energy of a holomorphic annulus u PManpLδK q of modulus R is
Epuq “
ż
AR
u˚ω “ δ dpuq
and since energy is non-negative and R3 X LδK “ ∅, dpuq ą 0. Note that, given an integer d ą 0,
the annuli u PMδdanpLδK q (of energy up to δd) are exactly those with dpuq ď d.
It will be useful to assume that K is a real analytic submanifold of R3. By [CELN17, Lemma
8.6], there is a compatible almost complex structure J on T ˚R3 for which K has a neighborhood
νpKq that admits a holomorphic parametrization ϕ : S1 ˆ p´1, 1q ˆ B41 Ñ νpKq, where B4r Ă C2
denotes the ball of radius r ą 0 and
‚ K “ ϕpS1 ˆ t0u ˆ t0uq,
‚ R3 X νpKq “ ϕpS1 ˆ t0u ˆB21q and‚ LK X νpKq “ ϕpS1 ˆ t0u ˆ iB21q,
where B2r Ă R2 is the ball of radius r. Identifying the factor S1 ˆ p´1, 1q with a neighborhood of
the zero section in T ˚S1, we can further assume that
‚ LδK XνpKq “ ϕpS1 ˆ tδu ˆ iB21q for δ sufficiently small.
Lemma 3.4. For any d ą 0, there is δ0 ą 0 such that for any 0 ă δ ď δ0 there is a natural 1-1
correspondence between covers of K of order up to d and elements in MδdanpLδK q. All such annuli
are regular for the chosen J .
Proof. We begin by showing that, for fixed d ą 0 and for δ ą 0 sufficiently small, the images of all
u PMδdanpLδK q are contained in the fixed neighborhood νpKq. If we assume that uppq R νpKq, then
there is a ball of radius 12 around uppq that intersects at most one of the Lagrangians R3 and LδK .
It follows by the monotonicity lemma with Lagrangian boundary conditions [CEL10, Lemma 3.4]
that the area of u is at least some constant K ą 0. Since the area of such u goes to 0 as δ Ñ 0,
this then implies that u lies inside νpKq for δ sufficiently small.
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For such u, we consider the projection to B41 as in the definition of ϕ above, where LYR3 maps
to R2 Y iR2. By the exactness of R3 and LδK restricted to B41 , this projection is constant. The
lemma is now reduced to studying holomorphic annuli on the target S1 ˆ p´1, 1q, with boundary
components on S1 ˆ t0u and S1 ˆ tδu, which are just unbranched covers of the annulus between
these two circles. An explicit computation shows that the linearized Cauchy–Riemann operators
of these holomrphic annuli are surjective, yielding regularity. 
Lemma 3.4 implies that, for every fixed integer d ą 0 and δ sufficiently small, the connected
components of MδdanpLδK q are finitely many circles, each consisting of domain rotations of some
annulus u of a certain multiplicity mpuq. The moduli space ĂMδdanpLδK q is therefore a finite collection
of orbifold points, with isotropies given by Z{pmpuqZq. We define the annulus counting functions
Anδ,dLK pλq :“
ÿ
rusPĂMδdanpLδK q
σpuq
mpuqλ
dpuq P Crλs,
where σpuq P t˘1u. This sign is defined as usual in holomorphic curve theory, via the Fukaya orien-
tation [FOOO09] that is defined for curves with boundary by deforming the problem to a problems
on disks with trivial boundary conditions and additional closed curves glued in as necessary. Here
we get the sign by deforming the annulus to an infinite annulus viewed as two disks, each with
trivial boundary condition, where the kernels of constant solutions are intersected upon gluing. By
our orientation conventions for conormals this intersection gives the orientation of the knot and
hence the sign is `1 for every u PMδdanpLδK q. We also define
AnLK pλq :“ lim
dÑ8 limδÑ0 An
δ,d
LK
pλq P Crrλss.
Remark 3.5. The count of annuli above can be compared to the count of holomorphic disks in
[EKL18] and [EKL20], where so called basic disks are counted by the contribution of all their
multiple covers. In the present case one could reformulate the count above by counting only simply
covered annuli, but counting them by the contributions of all their multiple covers. In other words,
if M1anpLδK q is the moduli space of simple annuli then
AnLK pλq :“ lim
dÑ8 limδÑ0
ÿ
rusPĂM1dδan pLδK q
8ÿ
m“1
σmpuq
m
λmdpuq P Crrλss.
See Remark 2.1 above for another context where one also counts all the multiple covers associated
to a simple object.
Remark 3.6. The count of annuli can also be compared to the count of holomorphic curves in
the framed skein module of the brane as in [ES19], where only so called bare curves are counted.
Here we would then have to perturb out the multiply covered annuli and count them in the Up1q-
skein module. One can then simplify the count and map the Up1q framed skein to ‘homology and
framing’ which corresponds to counting generalized holomorphic curves. Our count here should
then correspond to counting generalized holomorphic curves of Euler characteristic χ “ 0, which
is a certain limit of the generalized curve count. In particular, the exact linking and self-linking of
the boundary does not matter here since such terms would contribute only generalized curves of
lower Euler characteristic. Since there are no holomorphic disks, the count ΨLK ,R3 of disconnected
generalized curves should then be of the form
ΨLK ,R3 “ exp pAnLK pλq `Opgsqq .
Lemma 3.4 has the following consequence, which will be useful below.
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Corollary 3.7. For any knot K Ă R3 we have
AnLK pλq “
ÿ
ką0
λk
k
“ ´ logp1´ λq.
We now turn to holomorphic annuli between R3 and M δK . Just like LδK , the Lagrangian M δK has
Maslov class 0 and hence the expected dimension of the space ManpM δK q of parametrized annuli is
1. Recall the closed 1-form ηM “ f˚dθ on R3zK chosen above. Fix a Riemannian metric g on R3
and let ηM˚ denote the vector field that is the metric dual of ηM . Given a flow loop or a flow line
γ Ă R3 of ηM , we define its action as
apγq “
ż
γ
ηM .
Recall that, for a generic pair pf, gq, the critical points and flow loops of ηM˚ are hyperbolic, and
the intersections of stable and unstable manifolds are transverse. We will assume that pf, gq is a
generic pair in this sense.
We will next adapt the metric and the Lagrangian MK to the rigid flow loops and lines as in
[Ekh07, Section 4.3]. The modifications here correspond to the most basic cases in that paper,
since our flow objects here are simply flow lines (there is no branching as in flow trees). We deform
the Lagrangian and the metric so that the metric is flat, the gradient is constant along a flow loop,
and of the form in [Ekh07, Section 4.3.6–7] near a flow line. The construction here depends on the
action level a0. As we increase the action, new flow objects need to be taken into account and we
shrink the neighborhoods where the Lagrangian and metric in previous steps were normalized. We
do that in such a way that when passing from action level a0 to a1, a1 ą a0, we keep the metric
and Lagrangian unchanged in some subset of the set where it was previously normalized.
Fix the natural almost complex structure J on T ˚R3 determined by the metric g, see [Ekh07,
Section 4.4].
Lemma 3.8. For any a0 ą 0 there exists δ0 ą 0 such that, for any δ ă δ0, there is a natural 1-1
correspondence between rigid flow loops and flow lines of ηM˚ of action ă a0, and J-holomorphic
annuli and J-holomorphic strips, respectively, between R3 and M δK of action ă δa0. More precisely,
there exists a neighborhood of any simple rigid flow loop that contains exactly one simple rigid
holomorphic annulus, and there exists a neighborhood of any rigid flow line that contains exactly
one holomorphic strip. Moreover, there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between multiple flow loops
over simple loops and multiply covered annuli over simple annuli. These J-holomorphic annuli and
strips are regular.
Proof. The proof is a simpler version of the corresponding result in [Ekh07]. The case of strips
follows immediately from [Ekh07, Theorem 1.1].
Consider the case of annuli. We first show that rigid annuli converge to rigid flow loops as δ Ñ 0.
The first step is to bound the length of the boundary of the annuli in terms of δ times the action
as in [Ekh07, Lemma 5.2 and 5.4]. Then one uses subharmonicity of the square of the momentum
coordinate to confine the holomorphic curves to an Opδq-neighborhood of the zero section as in
[Ekh07, Lemma 5.5]. With this established, basic elliptic estimates give control of the C1-norm
of the holomorphic maps as in [Ekh07, Lemma 5.6]. (Compared to the flow tree case, only the
simplest case is required here.) At this stage [Ekh07, Lemmas 5.13 and 5.18] gives the desired
convergence to flow loops.
We next show that there is a unique holomorphic annulus near each flow loop. Our choice of
flat metric near the flow loop and the deformation of the Lagrangian gives an obvious holomorphic
annulus over the flow loop. An explicit calculation shows that the linearized operator is uniformly
surjective, and it follows from this transversality that the annulus is unique in a small neighborhood.

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Remark 3.9. The proof above works for the shift by a 1-form of any graphical exact Lagrangian,
since no flow trees need to be considered. In particular, this argument could replace the proof of
Lemma 3.4 above.
We can now define generating functions Anδ,dMK pµq and AnMK pµq in a manner analogous to the
definitions given above for LK . The definition includes again σpuq P t˘1u. We have σpuq “ σpγq,
where γ is the flow loop corresponding to u by the previous lemma, and σpγq is as in equation(2.1).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The result follows from combining equation (2.3) with Lemma 3.8. 
Remark 3.10. The product ζanpµq ¨ τstrpµq in Theorem 1.3 and the corresponding λ-dependent
analogue for LK can be thought of as torsions of the Lagrangian Floer complexes CF
˚pR3,M δK q
and CF ˚pR3,LδK q, respectively (where M δK and LδK are twisted by local systems). The invariance
of Floer torsion under change of almost complex structure and Hamiltonian isotopy is studied in
[Lee03]. We also discuss the invariance of Floer torsion in Section 7.
4. Knot contact homology, augmentations, and linearized homology computations
In this section we first review knot contact homology, the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algbera of the
Legendrian conormal of a knot generated by Reeb chord and with differential counting punctured
holomorphic disks, including a description of additional geometric data that is used to define the
differential. We then turn to augmentations of knot contact homology and associated augmentation
varieties. Finally, we compute the linearized contact homology associated to augmentations induced
by a class of Lagrangian fillings, by relating Reeb chords to geodesics and the space of paths starting
and ending on the knot. The result of the calculation gives structural results for augmentation
varieties of the dg-algebras of Legendrian conormals of knots.
4.1. Geometry of coefficients in the dg-algebra of knot contact homology. The dg-algebra
of an oriented knot K Ă R3 is the Chekanov–Eliashberg differential graded algebra of its Legendrian
conormal ΛK Ă ST ˚R3. We denote it AK . It is a tensor algebra freely generated by the Reeb chords
of ΛK . The differential counts punctured holomorphic disks in RˆST ˚R3, with boundary compo-
nents mapping to RˆΛK and with boundary punctures (one positive and arbitrarily many negative)
asymptotic to Reeb chords. The coefficient ring of AK is the group ring CrH2pST ˚R3,ΛK ;Zqs. This
coefficient ring can be identified with a Laurent polynomial ring R – Crλ˘1, µ˘1, Q˘1s, once we
make the following choices.
‚ For each Reeb chord c, choose a capping half-disk vc : D2` Ñ ST ˚R3, where D2` is the
intersection of the unit disk in the complex plane and the upper half plane, such that
vc|D2`XR is a parametrization of c and where vcpD2` X S1q Ă ΛK , where R is the real line
and S1 is the unit circle. Up to homotopy, two capping half-disks differ by an element in
pi2pST ˚R3,ΛKq.
‚ We fix embedded curves x and p in ΛK that generate H1pΛK ;Zq and with intersection
number x ¨ p “ 1 as follows. We require that x is null-homologous in MK « R3zK and
that p is null-homologous in LK « S1 ˆ R2. We also require that the projection of x to K
preserve orientation. This fixes their classes in H1pΛK ;Zq. We call x the longitude and p
the meridian, respectively, and we sometimes identify them with the homology classes that
they represent.
As we shall see, the formulas in Theorem 1.2 are still valid if we change the meridian
curve by a transformation of the form
(4.1) px, pq ÞÑ px, p` kxq
for some k P Z. We call this a change of framing.
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γ´aΣx ´ bΣp
capping
u
Spγqγ1
disks
Σpγq u
Figure 2. Completing u into a closed surface to determine the Q-power
‚ Choose a splitting of the short exact sequence
(4.2) 0 H2pST ˚R3;Zq H2pST ˚R3,ΛK ;Zq H1pΛK ;Zq 0 ,
as indicated by the dashed line. The sequence starts with 0 because the fundamental class
of ΛK vanishes in H2pST ˚R3;Zq by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Let t P H2pST ˚R3;Zq be
the class of a generator, we think of it as a fiber of the S2-bundle ST ˚R3 Ñ R3. This class
is unique if we require the intersection with a section of the bundle to be `1. The splitting
can be thought of as a choice of two surfaces in ST ˚R3, one having its boundary component
on x and the other on p. Denote these surfaces by Σx and Σp, respectively. Note that the
splitting is well-defined up to adding integer multiples of t to Σx and Σp. We also pick a
section s of the trivial S2-bundle ST ˚R3 Ñ R3 that is generic in the following sense. The
graph of s is disjoint from all Reeb chords c and is transverse to all capping half-disks vc,
to the capping surfaces Σx and Σp, and to ΛK . A class in H2pST ˚R3q is determined by its
intersection with the graph of s.
We will write λ “ ex, µ “ ep and Q “ et for the group ring variables corresponding to the homol-
ogy generators indicated above. We describe how to compute the R-coefficient of the contribution
from a holomorphic curve u, transverse to the section s, to the differential in AK , in accordance
with the choices that we made.
Consider first the λ and µ powers: use the capping disks associated to the asymptotic chords of
u to produce a closed disk u that then represents an element in H2pST ˚R3,ΛK ;Zq. The boundary
γ of u gives a class in H1pΛK ;Zq, which can be written in the form rax ` bps, where a is the
intersection number γ ¨ p and b is x ¨ γ. The λ, µ coefficients of the contribution of u will then be
λaµb.
Consider next the Q power: the closed disk u gives an element of H2pST ˚R3,ΛK ;Zq, and the
boundary γ of u is homologous to γ1 – ax`bp. Pick a 2-dimensional oriented surface with boundary
Spγq and a map Spγq Ñ ΛK , such that the boundary of Spγq maps to γ1 ´ γ. We then have a
closed surface in ST ˚R3 by concatenating u with the image of Spγq and with a copies of ´Σx and
b copies of ´Σp (where the sign means reverse orientation). See Figure 2. The Q-power of u in
AK is the intersection number of this closed surface with the image of the section s. Note that
rΛKs “ 0 P H2pST ˚R3;Zq implies that this intersection number is independent of the choice of
cobordism Spγq as different choices differ by a multiple of the fundamental class of ΛK .
Remark 4.1. The change of framing (4.1) above induces a change of variables in R of the form
pλ, µ,Qq ÞÑ pλ, λkµ,Qq, for some k P Z, and a change of splitting (4.2) induces pλ, µ,Qq ÞÑ
pλQk, µQl, Qq, for some k, l P Z.
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For some steps in the derivation of the formula in Theorem 1.2, it will be important to understand
Q-powers in more detail. We discuss this next, the result is summarized in Lemma 4.2 below.
Consider first how the Q-power depends on the choices of capping surfaces Σx,Σp. These choices
affect the intersection with the section s of the surface Σpγq, which is the concatenation of the
cobordism Spγq with ´aΣx ´ bΣp in Figure 2. Recall that a “ γ ¨ p and b “ x ¨ γ. Note that
Σpγq ¨ s, thought of as a function of γ, is well-defined on H1pΛKzs;Zq. The capping surface Σx can
be changed by taking a connected sum with an S2-fiber, and this changes Σpγq ¨ s by subtracting
a. Similarly, changing Σp to Σp#S
2 subtracts b from Σpγq ¨ s. Therefore, we can think of Σpγq ¨ s
as a family of homomorphisms
ΦΣx,Σp : H1pΛKzs;Zq Ñ Z
such that, if we fix one element Φ0, we can obtain all other elements by adding homomorphisms of
the form γ ÞÑ mγ ¨x`nγ ¨p for some pm,nq P Z2. In other words, the collection of homomorphisms
can be thought of as a torsor over H1pΛK ;Zq.
Let us now consider an alternative way of computing the powers of Q associated to u, by ex-
pressing the intersection Σpγq ¨ s differently as follows. This will be used later in the paper. Recall
that ΛK is null-homologous in ST
˚R3, and intersects s transversely. Hence, this zero dimensional
intersection has signed count equal to zero, and is the boundary of a 1-dimensional submanifold
τ Ă ΛK . On H1pΛK ;Zq, τ is determined up to connected sum with x or p. We can thus define
another family of homomorphisms
Ψτ : H1pΛKzs;Zq Ñ Z
by Ψτ pγq “ γ ¨ τ , where the intersection is now taken in ΛK . Observe that Ψτ#xpγq “ Ψτ pγq` γ ¨x
and Ψτ#ppγq “ Ψτ pγq ` γ ¨ p. If we show that ΦΣx,Σp “ Ψτ for one choice of Σx,Σp and τ , then
we can conclude that the collection of all ΦΣx,Σp agrees with the collection of all Ψτ , and can thus
replace an intersection Σpγq ¨ s with γ ¨ τ for an appropriate τ .
Fix now a choice of Σx,Σp such that Σx ¨s “ Σp ¨s “ 0 (our freedom to take connected sums with
S2 guarantees the existence of such choices). Fix also a choice of τ such that τ ¨x “ τ ¨p “ 0 (which
exists by our freedom to take connected sums with x and p). Then, indicating by a subscript where
intersections take place, we have`
Σpγq ¨ s˘
ST˚R3 “
`
Spγq ¨ s˘
ST˚R3 “
`
Spγq ¨ psX ΛKq
˘
ΛK
“ `γ ¨ τ˘
ΛK
,
where the last identity follows from the usual argument showing that the linking number of two
submanifolds of Euclidean space can be computed by intersecting either submanifold with a sub-
manifold bounding the other. This shows the following.
Lemma 4.2. Given choices of capping half-disks and capping surfaces Σx,Σp, the exponent of Q
associated to a holomorphic curve u is given by`
u ¨ sqST˚R3 `
`
γpuq ¨ τqΛK
for a suitable choice of 1-dimensional submanifold τ Ă ΛK above. Here, γpuq is the boundary of
the disk u. Different choices of Σx,Σp correspond bijectively to different choices of τ . 
Remark 4.3. We can think of the intersection Σpγq ¨ s as a version of a linking number between γ
and s in ST ˚R3. The discussion above shows that this can be replaced with γ ¨ τ , which can be
interpreted as a linking number between γ and sX ΛK in ΛK .
4.2. The augmentation variety and the augmentation polynomial. In this section we
discuss various aspects of augmentations. Consider, as in Section 4.1, AK with coefficients in
R “ Crλ˘1, µ˘1, Q˘1s. An augmentation for AK is a unital chain map of dg-algebras,
 : AK Ñ C,
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where C is supported in degree 0 and the chain map condition means that  ˝ B “ 0. The linearized
contact homology with respect to , denoted KCH˚pK;Cq, is the homology of the C-vector space
KCC˚pK;Cq generated by Reeb chords of ΛK , with the following differential. Given a chord c,
interpret its knot contact homology differential Bc as a polynomial in variables corresponding to
the Reeb chords of ΛK . To find the coefficient of a chord b in the linearized differential of c, take
the partial derivative of that polynomial with respect to the variable b and apply  to the result
of that partial differentiation. Equivalently, for each non-constant monomial on chords in Bc, sum
the result of applying  to the coefficient variables λ, µ and Q, and to all but one of the chords in
the monomial, in all possible ways.
An exact Lagrangian filling L of ΛK , inside an exact symplectic filling pX, dαq of ST ˚R3, induces
augmentations as follows. The augmentation associates to every degree 0 Reeb chord a of ΛK the
count of holomorphic disks in Y , with boundary on L and one positive puncture asymptotic to a.
The values of an augmentation on elements of the coefficient ring R must be compatible with the
inclusion maps on homology:
(4.3)
0 H2pST ˚R3;Zq H2pST ˚R3,ΛK ;Zq H1pΛK ;Zq 0
H2pL;Zq H2pX;Zq H2pX,L;Zq H1pL;Zq 0
.
Example 4.4. For every knot K, the conormal Lagrangian LK in T
˚R3 is an exact Lagrangian filling
of ΛK . The meridian p is null-homologous in LK and the generator t P H2pST ˚R3;Zq vanishes in
H2pT ˚R3;Zq “ 0. There is an associated 1-parameter family of augmentations, that we denote by
LK , assigning 1 to µ and Q and an arbitrary element in C˚ to λ. Similarly, the exact Lagrangian
filling MK , obtained from clean intersection surgery on LK and R3, on which the longitude x is
null-homologous, gives a family of augmentations MK , assigning 1 to λ and Q and an arbitrary
element in C˚ to µ.
It is useful to think of the collection of all augmentations of AK geometrically. To this end, we
use the following notation. Label the Reeb chords of degree 0 by ai and denote the ordered set
of such chords a “ paiq. Write Ca for a vector space with basis a and write R˜ – Rras for the
polynomial ring in variables a. Let I˜K Ă R˜ be the ideal generated by the differentials of chords of
degree 1 in AK . We will use the following geometric objects in connection with augmentations:
Definition 4.5.
‚ The full augmentation scheme of K is the affine scheme
V˜K – Spec
´
R˜{I˜K
¯
.
‚ The full augmentation variety is the algebraic set
V˜K – V pI˜Kq “
 ppλq, pµq, pQq, paqq P pC˚q3 ˆ Ca |  is an augmentation( .
This is the set of closed points in V˜K .
‚ The augmentation variety VK of K is the union of maximal-dimensional components of the
Zariski-closure of the set ppλq, pµq, pQqq P pC˚q3 |  is an augmentation for AK( “ pipV˜Kq,
where pi : pC˚q3 ˆ Ca Ñ pC˚q3 is the projection that forgets the Reeb chord variables ai.
‚ Corollary 4.12 below shows that IpVKq is a principal ideal. A generating element of IpVKq
is called an augmentation polynomial of K, and denoted AugKpλ, µ,Qq.
Remark 4.6 (Computing AugK). Often AugK can be obtained using elimination theory, as follows.
If IK – R X I˜K , then VK Ă ClppipV˜Kqq Ă V pIKq, where Cl denotes Zariski-closure. Hence,
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IpVKq Ą IpV pIKqq “ ?IK , by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. Therefore, if IK is not the zero ideal in R,
then AugK ‰ 0.
Corollary 4.12 below implies that VK Ă pC˚q3 is either 2- or 3-dimensional. Hence, VK is
contained in the top dimensional component of V pIKq, which we denote by XK Ă pC˚q3. Since the
dimension of XK is 2 or 3, each irreducible component of XK is cut out by an irreducible polynomial
(see for instance [Har77, Chapter I, Proposition 1.13]2) , and hence IpXKq is a principal ideal. If f
is a generator of this ideal, then AugK divides f .
The polynomial f can in principle be explicitly computed as follows. From a Gro¨bner basis for
I˜K , one can obtain a Gro¨bner basis for IK ([CLO15, Chapter 3 §1, Theorem 2]). Then one can find
generators for
?
IK ([CLO15, page 184]) and obtain a minimal decomposition of
?
IK ([CLO15,
page 218]). A generator f of IpXKq can be obtained from such a decomposition. If we knew that
VK “ V pIKq (or equivalently, that IpVKq “ ?IK), then AugK “ f .
In case we know that IK is a principal ideal, then there is a potentially simpler computational
approach to determining AugK : IK is a principal ideal if and only if its reduced Gro¨bner basis has
a single element (which is a generator g).
Then a generator f of
?
IK would be given by a reduction of g, according to [CLO15, Chapter 4
§2, Proposition 9] (if g “ uga11 . . . garr is a factorization into irreducible polynomials, then a reduction
of g is g1 . . . gr). As before, we could say that AugK divides f , and that they would coincide if we
knew that IpVKq “ ?IK .
Example 4.7. The augmentation polynomial of the unknot is 1´ λ´ µ` λµQ, see [AENV14].
Example 4.8. Example 4.4 (together with Proposition 4.11 below) implies that, for every K, VK
contains the points pλ, 1, 1q and p1, µ, 1q, for all λ and µ P C˚.
We next consider first order properties of the space of augmentations. We start with a general
fact, see [EN18, Remark 4.8].
Lemma 4.9. Let  be an augmentation of AK , and denote the corresponding closed point in V˜K
also by . The Zariski tangent space to pi´1 ppipqq Ă V˜K at the point  is isomorphic to the degree
zero -linearized homology KCH0pK;Cq.
Proof. We can assume that KCC˚ is supported in degrees 0, 1 and 2, as in [EENS13]. Denote the
set of Reeb chords of degree 0 by a “ paiq and the set of chords of degree 1 by b “ pbjq. Denote by
Ca and Cb the vector spaces with bases a and b, respectively. Write Φj for the contact homology
differential dbj , viewed as a polynomial in λ
˘1, µ˘1, Q˘1, and ai.
The Zariski tangent space at  P Ca is given by the intersection of the kernels of the differentialsŞ
j kerpdΦjq, where
(4.4) dΦj “
ÿ
i
BΦj
Bai
ˇˇˇˇ

dai,
Noting that dΦj is the co-vector dual to the -linearized contact homology differential Ψ

j “ B1pbjq
of bj , we find, writing Ψ
 “ im B1 Ă Ca for the subspace spanned by the Ψj , thatč
j
ker pdΦjq – Ca{Ψ “ KCH0pK;Cq,
where the last identity uses the fact that KCC˚ is supported in non-negative degrees. 
It will be useful below to have a similar description of the whole tangent space to a point in
V˜K , instead of just the tangent spaces to the fibers of the projection pi. To this end, we define
the full linearized contact homology {KCH˚pK;Cq as the homology of the chain complex obtained
2although the result is stated in [Har77] for subvarieties of affine space Cn, the proof also holds in pC˚qn
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by linearizing the contact homology DGA of K also with respect to the coefficients λ, µ, and Q.
More precisely, this means that the linearized differential of bj is the dual vector in C3 ‘Ca of the
co-vector which generalizes (4.4):
(4.5) pdΦj “ BΦjBλ
ˇˇˇˇ

dλ` BΦjBµ
ˇˇˇˇ

dµ` BΦjBQ
ˇˇˇˇ

dQ`
ÿ
j
BΦj
Bai
ˇˇˇˇ

dai
We then have the following:
Lemma 4.10. Let  be an augmentation of AK . The Zariski tangent space to V˜K at  is isomorphic
to {KCH0pK;Cq.
Proof. Identical to the proof of Lemma 4.9. 
4.3. Linearized contact homology computations and the augmentation variety. The goal
of this section is to establish basic properties of augmentation varieties. We first state the results
and discuss immediate consequences, and later turn to the proofs. The first result is the following.
Proposition 4.11. Let K Ă R3 be a knot. The full augmentation variety V˜K is a smooth two-
dimensional complex algebraic variety in a Zariski-open neighborhood of the point pλ, µ,Q,aq “
p1, 1, 1,0q. There is a Euclidean neighborhood U of this point in which V˜K admits a holomorphic
parametrization by the coordinates pλ´ 1, µ´ 1q.
We write p1, 1, 1,0q “ p1,0q and denote the corresponding augmentation by 0. Proposition 4.11
has the following consequence:
Corollary 4.12. For every K, the augmentation polynomial AugK exists (but might be 0).
Proof. Since V˜K is two-dimensional and parameterized by pλ, µq near p1,0q, the maximal dimen-
sional components of Cl
´
pipV˜Kq
¯
Ă pC˚q3 are at least 2-dimensional. If they are 3-dimensional,
then AugK “ 0. If they are 2-dimensional, then their union is cut out by a single polynomial (see
for instance [Har77, Chapter I, Proposition 1.13]). 
Remark 4.13. Corollary 4.12 can be decuced also from results on the cord algebra in [CELN17] in
combination with [AENV14, Section 6.11], see also [Cor17].
Remark 4.14. This is compatible with [Ng14, Conjecture 5.3], according to which AugK “ 0 should
not be possible. In Remark 4.6, we observed that if IK “ R X I˜K is not the zero ideal in R, then
AugK ‰ 0.
The next result concerns linearized knot contact homology of augmentations near p1,0q.
Proposition 4.15.
(1) There is a Euclidean neighborhood U 1 of p1,0q such that, for every augmentation  P U 1,
we have
KCHkpK;Cq –
#
C if k “ 1 or 2
0 otherwise
.
(2) Let U be as in Proposition 4.11, and denote the parametrization of V˜K in U X U 1 by λ,µ.
Then there is a linear combination ypλ, µq of Reeb chords, with coefficients analytic in λ
and µ, representing a generator of KCH
λ,µ
1 pK;Cq. Write
F pλ, µ,Qq– Bpypλ, µqq|aÞÑλ,µpaq,
where B denotes the differential in AK and a “ pa1, . . . , anq denotes the ordered set of all
index zero Reeb chords. Then,
(4.6) pBQF q|λ“µ“Q“1 ‰ 0
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and
(4.7) pBλF qλ“Q“1 is non-constant with isolated zeros, as a function of µ.
Propositions 4.11 and 4.15 imply Theorem 1.1.
Remark 4.16. In [Ng08, Proposition 4.4], it is shown that there is an isomorphism ofQrµ˘1s-modules
KCH
MK
1 pK;Qq – pH1pM˜K ;Qq ‘Qrµ˘1sq bQrµ˘1s pH1pM˜K ;Qq ‘Qrµ˘1sq ‘ pQrµ˘1sqm,
for some m ě 0, where M˜K is the universal Abelian cover of the knot complement. This already
implies that the Alexander polynomial can be obtained from linearized knot contact homology.
Proposition 4.15(1) implies that m “ 0 for every knot K.
4.3.1. A 1-parameter family of generators of linearized homology. We begin by recalling some re-
sults from [EN18]. Consider the 1-parameter augmentations LK induced by LK , parameterized
by λ P C˚, which can be thought of as the monodromy around K of a flat connection on a trivial
complex line bundle over LK . Let KCC
LK,λ˚ pK;Cq denote the chain complex of knot contact
homology, linearized with respect to this augmentation for a specific value of λ.
Let also PK denote the space of paths in R3 that start and end in K, and by P0K the space of
constant such paths. There is a local coefficient system over PK , associated to the concatenation
of group homomorphisms
(4.8) pi1pPKq Ñ pi1pKq ˆ pi1pKq Ñ pi1pKq λÑ C˚,
where the first map is induced by evaluation at the path endpoints, the second map is pg1, g2q ÞÑ
g1g
´1
2 in the group, and the last map is induced by the monodromy λ of the flat connection. Let
Cλ˚ pPK ;Cq and Cλ˚ pP0K ;Cq be the corresponding singular chain complexes with local coefficients.
Since the fiber of the endpoints map PK Ñ K ˆK is the based loop space of R3, the map gives a
quasi-isomorphism Cλ˚ pPK ;Cq Ñ Cλ˚ pKˆK;Cq (for the local system on KˆK that is also induced
by the sequence (4.8)). By [EN18, Lemma 4.5], there is a quasi-isomorphism
(4.9) Θλ : KCC
LK,λ˚ pK;Cq Ñ Cλ˚ pPK ,P0K ;Cq,
defined by counting half-infinite holomorphic strips in T ˚R3 with boundary in LK Y R3. Indeed,
using the action filtration and a suitable geodesic Morse model for Cλ˚ pPK ,P0K ;Cq, generators of
the two complexes can be identified and the map Θλ is upper triangular with ˘1 on the diagonal
(coming from ‘trivial strips’, with respect to the energy filtration).
It follows from the discussion in [EN18, Section 4.3] (which adapts [EN18, Lemma 4.3]) and from
(4.9) that
(4.10) KCH
LK,λ
k pK;Cq – Hλk pPK ,P0K ;Cq –
#
C if k “ 1, 2
0 otherwise
for any λ ‰ 0 ([EN18] discusses explicitly the case λ ‰ 1, but the argument can also be adapted
to λ “ 1). Also, the endpoints map gives a bijection between P0K and the diagonal ∆ Ă K ˆK,
and the connecting homomorphisms in the quotient exact sequence are maps δ : Hλk pPK ,P0K ;Cq Ñ
Hλk´1pP0K ;Cq. An explicit calculation shows that δ is multiplication by 1´λ on H1. More precisely,
take the Morse model for Cλ˚ pK ˆK;Cq with one minimum ξ0 and one maximum ξ1 on ∆ giving
the minimum and a saddle point in K ˆK, and an additonal saddle point η1 and a maximum η2.
For any relative cycle γ in Cλ1 pPK ,P0K ;Cq taken by the endpoints map to the degree one generator
η1 in C
λ
1 pK ˆK,∆;Cq, we have
(4.11) δpγq “ p1´ λqξ0.
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Y
Figure 3. The boundary of the moduli space in the proof of Lemma 4.18. In the
configuration on the right, there could be arbitrarily many punctures capped by
disks with boundary in LK .
We next note that if c is a cycle in KCC
LK,λ˚ then Θλpcq is a relative cycle and we get δprΘλpcqsq P
Hλ˚´1pP0K ;Cq. It turns out that the composition δ ˝ rΘλs is induced by a chain map
Φλ : KCC
LK,λ˚ pK;Cq Ñ Cλ˚´1pP0K ;Cq
(i.e., for cycles c, δpΘλpcqq “ Φλpcq), that can be described as follows. The map Φλ counts
holomorphic disks in T ˚R3 with boundary in LK and one boundary puncture asymptotic to a Reeb
chord of ΛK . If the Reeb chord is c with |c| “ 1, then Φλpcq counts disks with a marked point on
the boundary that maps to K. If the Reeb chord is b with |b| “ 2, then Φλpbq counts disks with
a marked point on the boundary mapping to ξ1 P K. (This map is denoted d10 in [EN18, Lemma
4.6].)
Consider now the differential Bλ – BLK,λ as a collection of λ-dependent linear maps. Note that
the matrix of Bλ has entries that are analytic in λ. It then follows from (4.10) that the kernel
of Bλ1 is an analytically varying field Zλ1 Ă KCCλ1 pK;Cq of subspaces and that the image of Bλ2
is a analytically varying codimension one subspace Bλ1 Ă Zλ1 . Noting that the map Φλ depends
analytically on λ, we find an analytic section ypλq of Zλ1 {Bλ1 near λ “ 1 such that Φλpypλqq “p1´ λqξ0.
Definition 4.17. Let
(4.12) Gpλ, µ,Qq– Bpypλqq|aÞÑLK,λpaq,
where B denotes the differential in the DGA AK , viewed as a Laurent polynomial in pλ, µ,Qq and
a polynomial in the degree zero Reeb chords a, and where we substitute each degree zero Reeb chord
ai with LK ,λpaiq, which is a function of λ.
Lemma 4.18. Φλpypλqq “ pBµGq|µ“Q“1 ¨ ξ0
Proof. Recall from Section 4.1 that the µ-powers in the differential of AK are given by counting
intersections of the boundaries of holomorphic disks with a longitude curve x in ΛK .
Pick a non-compact surface Σ Ă LK , with a single boundary component going once around K
and with boundary at infinity in the curve x.
The moduli space of holomorphic disks in T ˚R3 with boundary on LK , with one boundary
puncture asymptotic to ypλq and one boundary intersection with Σ, is 1-dimensional, with a natural
compactification given by adding the two boundary configurations in Figure 3. The boundary
configuration on the left contributes to Φλpypλqq. The configuration on the right contributes to
pBµGq|µ“Q“1 ¨ ξ0. The lemma follows. 
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Since ypλq depends analytically on λ near λ “ 1, we have that Gpλ, µ,Qq is an analytic function
of pλ, µ,Qq in a neighborhood of p1, 1, 1q. We next show that the function BµG is non-constant
(and therefore has isolated zeros) along the ‘µ-axis’ given by tλ “ 1 “ Qu.
Corollary 4.19. We have BµGp1, 1, 1q “ 0 and BλBµGp1, 1, 1q ‰ 0. Hence pBλGqp1, µ, 1q is non-
constant with isolated zeros.
Proof. Lemma 4.18, combined with the definition of ypλq, implies that BµGpλ, 1, 1q “ p1 ´ λq.
Taking the λ-derivative at 1 then proves the lemma. 
Next, we get more information about the function G, by using counts of holomorphic annuli in
T ˚R3 between R3 and LδK . For now, we will focus on the key points of the proof without going
into analytical technicalities. The full treatment and a complete proof appear in Section 5.
Proposition 4.20. The following equation holds: λ pBµGqpλ, 1, 1q “ pλ´ 1qpBQGqpλ, 1, 1q.
Proof. Consider the 1-dimensional moduli space Manpypλqq of holomorphic annuli between LδK and
R3, with one boundary puncture on LδK asymptotic to ypλq. By Lemma 5.4 below, the boundary
of this space consists of once punctured disks at infinity which intersect the bounding chain of a
rigid annulus, once punctured disks at infinity which intersect the 4-chain given by the graph of
the vector field s, and disks at infinity with a negative puncture where a once punctured annulus
is attached (see Figure 6). The last term vanishes since ypλq is a cycle, the first term is given by
BµGpλ, 1, 1q ¨
´
λ Bλ AnLδK pλq
¯
“ BµGpλ, 1, 1q ¨ λ
1´ λ,
where we use Corollary 3.7. The middle term is BQGpλ, 1, 1q. The result follows. 
Corollary 4.21. The Q-variation of G at p1, 1, 1q does not non-vanish: pBQGqp1, 1, 1q ‰ 0.
Proof. Differentiate the equality in Proposition 4.20 with respect to λ:
BG
Bµ pλ, 1, 1q ` λ
B2G
BλBµpλ, 1, 1q “
BG
BQpλ, 1, 1q ` pλ´ 1q
B2G
BλBQpλ, 1, 1q.
Evaluate at λ “ 1 and use Corollary 4.19. 
4.3.2. Augmentations and full linearized homology. We next show that for any knot K, there is a
model of the DGA AK for which the augmentations induced by LK and MK at pλ, µ,Qq “ p1, 1, 1q
act trivially on all degree zero Reeb chords. To this end, we represent K as a braid with n strands
around the unknot. Then as explained in [EENS13] there are npn ´ 1q degree zero generators of
AK that we denote ai, and write a “ paiq as usual.
Lemma 4.22. If K is braided around the unknot, then the family of augmentations LK consists
of the points pλ, 1, 1,0q, for arbitrary λ P C˚. This family intersects the 1-parameter family of
augmentations MK (which lies over the set tp1, µ, 1qu Ă VK) at the point p1, 1, 1,0q.
Proof. Denote the round unknot by U . The Legendrian ΛU does not have any Reeb chords of
degree 0. Also, since LU is exact, there are no unpuctured holomorphic disks with boundary on
LU .
Consider degenerating the braided K to U . As K Ñ U , LK Ñ LU and the limit of an aug-
mentation disk on LK is a holomorphic disk on LU with flow trees attached, see [EENS13]. As K
approaches U , LK limits to a cover of LU without singularities, i.e., as a local diffeomorphism.
Therefore there are no flow trees corresponding to disks with one positive puncture at a degree
0 chord, and also no disks with flow trees attached since there are no disks on LU . It follows that
LK acts trivially on the ai.
Consider next the augmentation MK . As we degenerate MK to LK Y R3, augmentation disks
limit to disks with boundary on LK or disks with switching boundary conditions as in [CELN17].
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As shown above, there are no disks with boundary on LK . In [AENV14], the moduli space of disks
for small smoothings near a rigid disk with switching boundary condition was described, see also
[DRET18, Lemma 4.1] for a more detailed description. The result is that a corner switching from
LK to R3 has a unique smoothing, and a corner from R3 to LK has two smoothings with boundaries
that differ by the meridian. This means that
(4.13) MK “ LK `
mÿ
k“1
˘p1´ µqkφkLKYR3 ,
where φkLKYR3 is a count of rigid disks with switching boundary conditions in LK Y R3 and 2k
corners. Therefore, at µ “ 1 we have MK paiq “ 0, as claimed. 
Remark 4.23. The argument in the proof of Lemma 4.22 applies more generally to conormals and
associated Lagrangian knot complements for knots in arbitrary position (not necessarily braided
around the unknot). It implies that if MK is obtained from surgery on LKYR3, then for sufficiently
small surgery parameter formula (4.13) holds.
Remark 4.24. The values of the augmentations MK on chords of degree 0 are written in [Ng08,
Definition 4.6], using slightly different conventions than the ones we use. For relations between
conventions used in several papers on knot contact homology, see [Ng14, page 527]).
Recall the definition of the full linearized knot contact homology in Section 4.2.
Lemma 4.25. There is a Euclidean neighborhood U Ă V˜K of 0 “ p1,0q such that, for every  P U ,
{KCHkpK;Cq –
$’&’%
C if k “ 2
C2 if k “ 0
0 otherwise
.
Proof. We begin with the computation for 0. As mentioned above, KCH
0˚ pK;Cq was computed
in [EN18, Section 4], see (4.10). Consider as above braiding K around the unknot U . Then K is
represented as the closure of an n-strand braid. As shown in [EENS13], the linearized chain complex
KCC˚pK;Cq has npn ´ 1q generators in degree 0 (we denote them ai), np2n ´ 1q generators in
degree 1 (we denote them bj) and n
2 generators in degree 2.
The vector space {KCC˚ can be identified with KCC˚, with additional generators λ, µ,Q in
degree 0. Note that pB02 “ B02 , so{KCH02 pK;Cq – KCH02 pK;Cq – C.
We next show
(4.14) dimpimppB01 qq “ dimpimpB01 qq ` 1.
Since KCH00 pK;Cq “ 0, this implies that dimpimppB01 qq “ dim {KCC0 ´ 2, hence {KCH00 pK;Cq “
C2. The fact that {KCH01 pK;Cq – 0 follows from the Euler characteristic computation
χ
´{KCH0˚ pK;Cq¯ “ χ pKCH0˚ pK;Cqq ` 3 “ 3.
We now prove (4.14). Observe that codim
`
impB02 q Ă kerpB01 q
˘ “ 1 and that, in the notation
above, yp1q is a non-zero vector in the kernel, in the complement of the image. Denote this vector
by β0. Pick a basis for a complement of kerpB01 q Ă Cb, and denote its members βj , 1 ď j ď npn´1q.
Define new variables l “ λ´ 0pλq “ λ´ 1, m “ µ´ 0pµq “ µ´ 1 and q “ Q´ 0pQq “ Q´ 1. We
can then write the DGA differential of the βj as
Bβj “ ξ0j pl,m, qq `
ÿ
iě1
ξ1jipl,m, qqai `Opa2q
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where the ξ0j and ξ
1
ji are power series satisfying ξ
0
j p0, 0, 0q “ 0 for all j and ξ10ip0, 0, 0q “ 0 for all i.
Our assumptions on the βj also imply that the square matrix´
ξ1jip0, 0, 0q
¯
1ďj,iďnpn´1q
is invertible. Now,
pB01 pβ0q “ ˆBξ00Bl p0, 0, 0q
˙
l `
ˆBξ00
Bm p0, 0, 0q
˙
m`
ˆBξ00
Bq p0, 0, 0q
˙
q.
Corollary 4.21, implies that the q-derivative in the expression above is non-zero. The fact that
pB01 pβjq “
˜Bξ0j
Bl p0, 0, 0q
¸
l `
˜Bξ0j
Bm p0, 0, 0q
¸
m`
˜Bξ0j
Bq p0, 0, 0q
¸
q ` B01 pβjq
for all j ě 1 and the non-vanishing of pB01 pβ0q imply (4.14). To finish the proof we show the
following:
If the lemma holds for some 1 P V˜K , then it also holds for all other augmentations in a neigh-
borhood of 1.
This would follow from the upper semicontinuity of dim {KCH0pK;Cq and of dim {KCH2pK;Cq
at an 1 where the lemma holds. If these dimensions cannot increase near 1, then (using again the
fact that the Euler characteristic of this complex is 3)
dim {KCH1pK;Cq “ dim {KCH0pK;Cq ` dim {KCH2pK;Cq ´ 3 ď 2` 1´ 3 “ 0
and so dim {KCH1pK;Cq “ 0. The same Euler characteristic constraint then implies that the
dimensions of {KCH0pK;Cq and {KCH2pK;Cq must also be constant near 1.
If we proved that {KCH˚pK;Cq is a coherent sheaf on V˜K , then the upper semicontinuity of the
dimensions of the cohomology stalks [Har77, Chapter III, Theorem 12.8] would give us the upper
semicontinuity of {KCHkpK;Cq for all k. We will however give a more pedestrian argument for
k “ 0 and k “ 2 that applies in our specific setting, as follows.
Given a Reeb chord c, we can think of pBpcq as the result of applying  to all but one occurences
of λ, µ,Q or Reeb chords in each term in Bc. This is clearly continuous in . By assumption, the
rank of pB12 is n2´ 1. The continuity of pB guarantees that the rank of pB2 is also at least n2´ 1 near
1, which immediately implies the upper semicontinuity of dim {KCH2pK;Cq at 1. Similarly, the
rank of pB11 is npn´ 1q ` 1 at 1, hence it is at least as much for nearby . This implies the upper
semicontinuity of dim {KCH0pK;Cq. The lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.25 has the following consequence. We use notation as in its proof: a “ paiq and b “ pbjq
are degree zero and one Reeb chords of ΛK , respectively, β0 is a non-zero element in kerpB01 q in
the complement of impB02 q, and βj P Cb, j “ 1, . . . , npn ´ 1q, is a basis of the complement of
kerpB01 q. Let W˜K Ă pC˚q3 ˆ Ca « pC˚q3 ˆ Cnpn´1q be the zero locus of the polynomials Bβj ,
j “ 0, . . . , npn´ 1q.
Corollary 4.26. The solution set W˜K is a complex manifold of dimension 2 in a Euclidean neigh-
borhood of p1,0q.
Proof. The polynomials Bβj define a map pC˚q3 ˆ Ca Ñ Cnpn´1q`1. The differential of this map
at p1,0q is given by pB01 , and was shown to have full rank. Indeed, the matrix of q “ Q ´ 1 and
a partial derivatives is invertible. The implicit function theorem then implies that W˜K is smooth
near p1,0q, and locally parameterized by l “ λ´ 1 and m “ µ´ 1. 
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4.3.3. Proof of Proposition 4.15 (1). As we pointed out earlier, the statement for 0 “ p1,0q follows
from [EN18, Section 4]. The upper semicontinuity of the ranks of cohomology groups implies that,
for  near 0, KCH
˚pK;Cq is either as stated or it vanishes. The argument at the end of the proof
of Lemma 4.25 can be adapted to show this semicontinuity. Let us now assume that KCH˚pK;Cq
vanishes for  arbitrarily close to 0. Since pB2 “ B2, we get {KCH2pK;Cq “ 0, which contradicts
Lemma 4.25. 
4.3.4. Proof of Proposition 4.11. It is sufficient to prove the statement for a Euclidean neighborhood
of p1,0q in V˜K , since the singular locus of an affine variety is Zariski-closed. Corollary 4.26 implies
that the vanishing locus of the polynomials Bβj is a smooth complex variety W˜K of dimension 2
near p1,0q. We will show that V˜K coincides with W˜K near p1,0q, which is to say that the Bβ˜k
vanish in a neighborhood of p1,0q in W˜K .
Pick a collection tciu1ďiďn2´1 of Reeb chords of degree 2, such that the β˜i – B02 pciq are linearly
independent. These exist, by Proposition 4.15 (1). Note that tβj , β˜iu, with 0 ď j ď npn ´ 1q and
1 ď i ď n2 ´ 1, is a basis of Cb “ KCC1pK;Cq for any .
For all k, we have
Bck “ αkpλ, µ,Qqβ˜k `
ÿ
i
Opaqβ˜i `
ÿ
j
Opaqβj ,
where the coefficients Opaq depend on pλ, µ,Q,aq and have order at least one in a, and αkp1, 1, 1q “
1. Since B2 “ 0, we get
(4.15) αk Bβ˜k “
ÿ
i
OpaqBβ˜i `
ÿ
j
OpaqBβj .
Assume that, for some k, Bβ˜k does not vanish near p1,0q in W˜K . This will lead us to a con-
tradiction. We know that W˜K is 2-dimensional and parametrized by λ ´ 1 and µ ´ 1 near p1,0q.
The restriction of Bβ˜k to W˜K can be written as a power series in λ ´ 1 and µ ´ 1 near p1,0q. By
assumption, this series is non-zero, and has a minimal order in λ´1 and µ´1. Pick the k for which
this minimal order is the smallest, and denote this order by s. The variables a can also be expressed
as power series in λ´1 and µ´1 (near p1,0q in W˜K), and we know that the constant terms in these
series vanish. Now, restricting equation (4.15) to W˜K , and using the fact that αkp1, 1, 1q ‰ 0 and
that the Bβj vanish along W˜K , we conclude that the right side of the equation has order greater
than s, which is a contradiction. 
4.3.5. A 2-parameter family of generators of linearized homology. By Proposition 4.11, we can pa-
rametrize V˜K by coordinates λ, µ near p1,0q. Let λ,µ denote the augmentation at pλ, µq. Consider
an analytic family ypλ, µq of cycles in KCCλ,µ1 pK;Cq generating KCHλ,µ1 pK;Cq (which, possibly
after restricting to a smaller open set, is 1-dimensional by Proposition 4.15(1)). To see why such
an analytic family exists we argue as for ypλq in Definition 4.17: we have analytic maps
U Ñ Flnpk, k ` 1q
pλ, µq ÞÑ `im Bλ,µ2 , ker Bλ,µ1 ˘
where U is an open subset of C2 and Flnpk, k`1q is the partial flag variety of k and k`1 dimensional
vector subspaces of Cn. We can thus think of ker Bλ,µ1 as defining a holomorphic vector bundle E1
over U , with a holomorphic subbundle E2 given by im Bλ,µ2 . The analytic function ypλ, µq can be
defined locally by taking a section of E1 that is transverse to E2. After multiplication of ypλ, µq by
an analytic function, we can assume that ypλ, 1q “ ypλq, where ypλq is as in Definition 4.17. In a
manner similar to that definition, we have the following.
Definition 4.27. Let
F pλ, µ,Qq– Bpypλ, µqq|aÞÑλ,µpaq,
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where B is the DGA-differential on AK .
4.3.6. Proof of Proposition 4.15 (2). We show that
(4.16)
BF
BQpλ, 1, Qq “
BG
BQpλ, 1, Qq
and
(4.17)
BF
Bµ pλ, 1, 1q “
BG
Bµ pλ, 1, 1q.
Then (4.16) and Corollary 4.21 imply (4.6), and (4.17), together with Corollary 4.19, implies (4.7).
To see that (4.16) and (4.17) hold, consider the following Taylor expansions in µ´ 1:
ypλ, µq “ ypλq ` pµ´ 1qzpλq `Oppµ´ 1q2q
λ,µ “ λ ` pµ´ 1qηλ `Oppµ´ 1q2q
for suitable holomorphic functions z and η. We can then write,
F pλ, µ,Qq “ Gpλ, µ,Qq ` pµ´ 1q `pBpypλqqq|aÞÑpλ,ηλqpaq ` pBpzpλqqq|aÞÑλpaq˘`Oppµ´ 1q2q
where xaÞÑpλ,ηλqpaq is the sum of all possible ways of applying λ to all but one of the ai in x, and
applying ηλ to that chosen ai in x. Equation (4.16) follows immediately. On the other hand,
BF
Bµ pλ, 1, 1q “
BG
Bµ pλ, 1, 1q `
`pBpypλqqq|aÞÑpλ,ηλqpaq ` pBpzpλqqq|aÞÑλpaq˘ |µ“Q“1 “
“ BGBµ pλ, 1, 1q ` ηλ
`Bλ1 pypλqq˘` λpBpzpλqqq.
The claim now follows from the fact that the two last summands vanish. The first is zero because
ypλq is a cycle in the chain complex linearized by λ. The second vanishes since λ ˝ B “ 0. 
5. From knot contact homology to the Alexander polynomial
In this section we prove the main result of this paper, Theorem 1.2. We first discuss the gluing
theorems associated to degenerations of annuli that do not have counterparts for disks. We then
prove the theorem by a series of identifications of boundaries of moduli spaces.
5.1. Gluing results for moduli spaces of once punctured annuli. The key point in our
argument below concerns equating quantities that count ends of one-dimensional moduli spaces.
To control compactifications of moduli spaces there are two ingredients: compactness and gluing.
Compactness controls the possible limits of a sequence holomorphic curves. Here we use Gromov
compactness and SFT compactness. Gluing produces a neighborhood in the moduli space of a
broken configuration in such a limit. Here we use Floer gluing, which can be described as an
infinite dimensional version of Newton iteration. We consider the results on disks as standard and
focus on two gluing theorems that arise for annuli.
The first case of degeneration and gluing for annuli was called elliptic boundary splitting in
[ES19], and is depicted in Figure 4. It corresponds to the limit where the modulus of the annulus
converges to infinity, by having one of its boundary loops shrink to a point, and can be described as
follows. Use coordinates pz1, z2, z3q “ px1` iy1, x2` iy2, x3` iy3q on C3. The Lagrangian boundary
condition corresponds locally to R3 “ ty1 “ y2 “ y3 “ 0u. Take the vector field s “ By3 , and the
4-chain
V “ tpz1, z2, z3q : y1 “ y2 “ 0, y3 ě 0u,
oriented so that it induces the positive orientation on R3.
Consider the family of maps uρ : r´ρ,8q ˆ S1 Ñ C3, given by
(5.1) uρpζq “
´
eζ ` e´ζ´2ρ,´ipeζ ´ e´ζ´2ρq, 0
¯
,
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R3
R3
Ñ Ð
V
ut vt
Figure 4. Elliptic boundary splitting
where the domain is thought of as a subset of the cylinder C{2piiZ. Note that uρpt´ρu ˆ S1q is
a circle of radius 2e´ρ in the x1x2-plane and that the interior of uρ is disjoint from the 4-chain.
Consider also the family vt : r´8,8q ˆ S1{pt´8u ˆ S1q Ñ C3 given by
vtpζq “ peζ ,´ieζ , itq, t P p´, q,
where we think of the domain as a smooth disk. The intersection vt X V is the point p0, 0, itq. As
ρÑ8 the map uρ converges to v0, which corresponds to when the family vt crosses the Lagrangian
R3. This allows us to identify the nodal curve u8 with the smooth curve v0. We again write ut for
the reparameterized family with t “ 1{ρ.
Boundaries of a generic 1-parameter family of annuli in which the conformal ratio is going to
infinity are locally modelled on the above family, in the following sense. Let at for t P r0, q and bt
for t P p´, q be two families of maps to pT ˚R3, Lq, where L is a Lagrangian (in practice L “ R3,
below), such that a0 is a map from a domain with an elliptic node, with the node mapping to p P L,
and b0 is the corresponding map from the normalization of a0.
Then the pair pat, btq is a standard elliptic degeneration if there exists a neighborhood U around p
that can be identified with a neighborhood of the origin in C3 with the Lagrangian corresponding to
R3 and an explicit 4-chain such that there is a diffeomorphism U Ñ C3 that respects the Lagrangian
and the 4-chain and carries the intersections of the curves in the family with U to the curves in the
model family put, vtq above. If instead at is a nodal family for t P p´, 0s, we again say the pair is
a standard elliptic degeneration if there is an identification as above with time reversed.
Let L Ă T ˚R3 be a Lagrangian submanifold asymptotic to a Legendrian Λ Ă ST ˚R3 and let c
be a degree one Reeb chord of Λ. Write A˝ and D˝ for an annulus and a disk, respectively, with a
boundary puncture.
Lemma 5.1. Let ut : pAt˝ , BAt˝ q Ñ pT ˚R3,R3 Y Lq be a transversely cut out 1-parameter family of
annuli with a positive puncture at c, and let vt : pD˝, BD˝q Ñ pT ˚R3, Lq be a 1-parameter family of
disks with a positive puncture at c and intersecting V transversely at an interior marked point. If
u0 “ v0, then the pair put, vtq is a standard elliptic degeneration.
Proof. This is [ES19, Lemma 4.16]. 
The second degeneration concerns instants when annuli without positive punctures split off of 1-
parameter families of annuli with one positive puncture, it was called hyperbolic boundary splitting
in [ES19], see Figure 5. The limit configuration consists of a rigid annulus and a disk intersecting
it at a boundary point. The annulus may be multiply covered, however it inherits a boundary
marked point from the punctured disk that breaks the rotational symmetry of the multiple cover.
With these marked points the gluing becomes standard: one disk family is glued to one annulus
with boundary marked point.
More specifically, let M˚pcq denote the moduli space of disks with one boundary puncture at 1
mapping to a Reeb hord c of index 1 and a boundary marked point at ´1. The virtual dimension
of this space is 2. Let Ma˚npLq denote the moduli space of annuli with a boundary marked point at
1 (in the boundary component mapping to L). Its virtual dimension is 1. We observed in Section
3 that, in our setting, we can assume both moduli spaces to be transversely cut out. The moduli
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c
L
R3
Õ
c
R3
L
Ñ L
c
R3
L
Ð L
c
R3
L
L
Figure 5. Horizontally, a family of disks crossing a rigid annulus. Diagonally,
hyperbolic boundary splitting of a family of annuli with a boundary puncture
space of split annuli is pev1ˆ ev´1q´1p∆Lq, where
ev1ˆ ev´1 : Ma˚npLq ˆM˚pcq Ñ Lˆ L
is the product of evaluation maps and ∆L Ă L ˆ L is the diagonal. Adapting arguments from
e.g. [ES19, Section 4.4.1] or [MS04], one shows that ev1ˆ ev´1 can be assumed transverse to ∆L.
Also, pev1ˆ ev´1q´1p∆Lq is a boundary stratum of the Gromov compactification of the moduli
space Ma˚npc, Lq of annuli with one boundary puncture at c.
Lemma 5.2. Let vt : pD˝, BD˝q Ñ pT ˚R3, Lq be a transversely cut out 1-parameter family of disks
with one boundary puncture at c and let u : pAr, BArq Ñ pT ˚R3,R3 Y Lq be an embedded rigid
annulus, such that vt intersects the boundary of upArq transversely at t “ 0. Then, for each such
intersection point and each d ą 0, there is a 1-parameter family of annuli with one positive puncture
at c and whose Gromov-limit consists of v0 and the d-fold cover of u.
In other words, there is a neighborhood of pev1ˆ ev´1q´1p∆Lq in the Gromov compactification
of Ma˚npc, Lq that is diffeomorphic to the product of pev1ˆ ev´1q´1p∆Lq with the interval r0, 1q.
Proof. Since the markers kill the automorphisms of the annuli, the proof reduces to the well-
known case of gluing of holomorphic curves with two boundary components meeting with transverse
evaluation maps at a nodal point, see for example [FOOO09, BC07]. 
Remark 5.3. Lemma 5.2 is a simple example of a gluing theorem where multiple covers are left
unperturbed. In the present situation, only one of the components is multiply covered and since it
is an annulus only regular covers contribute. In general, when two simple curves that both admit
formally rigid multiple covers intersect on the boundary, one must take into account contributions
from all of the branched covers with constant curves attached when gluing. For simple disks, such
formulas were worked out from a physics perspective in [EKL20], where it is also shown that the case
of simple curves of higher genus [EKL20, Appendix A] is more involved, with corrections to the ‘two-
to-three-formula’, [EKL20, Equation (6.24)]. It would be valuable to have a more mathematical
perspective on these gluing formulas, e.g. from the perspective of obstruction bundles.
5.2. The boundary of the space of punctured annuli. Let K Ă R3 be a knot and let ΛK be
its Legendrian knot conormal. We write L for a Lagrangian filling of ΛK , where either L “ LδK or
L “M δK . We assume that LXR3 is transverse and consists of a collections of points ξj of index 1
and ηj of index 2. (For L
δ
K , there are no points in the intersection and for M
δ
K , intersection points
correspond to critical points of a circle valued Morse function.)
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Recall that we have an analytic family of cycles ypλ, µq in KCCλ,µ1 that generates the linearized
homology. Here we will write y “ ypλ, 1q if L “ LδK and y “ yp1, µq if L “M δK .
Define the moduli space Manpyq to be the following weighted 1-manifold. Let y “ řmjbj , where
mj are functions of λ or µ when L “ LδK and L “M δK , respectively. Let
Manpyq “
ÿ
j
mjManpbjq,
where Manpbjq is the moduli space of holomorphic annuli with one positive boundary puncture at
bj , one boundary component on R3 and the other on L. See Figure 6 for a depiction of this moduli
space and its boundary components, which we now discuss.
We use notation as above: when we say that curves in a moduli space have positive puncture at
y this means that we take the mj-weighted sum of the corresponding moduli spaces with positive
puncture at cj . The moduli spaces are as follows:
‚ The fibered product over boundary evaluation maps of moduli spacesMpyqˆevBManpR3, Lq,
where Mpyq is the moduli space of holomorphic disks with boundary on L and one positive
puncture at y and ManpR3, Lq the moduli space of annuli with one boundary component
on R3 and the other on L.
‚ The moduli space Mpy;Lq of holomorphic disks in T ˚R3, with boundary on L and an
interior marked point mapping to R3.
‚ The union of products of moduli spaces Manpy,aq :“ ŤjMpy, ajq ˆManpajq and where
Manpajq, where Mpy, ajq is the moduli space of strips with positive puncture at y and
negative puncture at aj , as in the linearized differential, is the moduli space of annuli with
positive boundary puncture at aj , one boundary component on L and the other on R3.
‚ The fibered product over boundary evaluation maps of moduli spaces Manpyq ˆevB MpLq,
where MpLq is the moduli space of holomorphic disks with boundary on L.
‚ The union of moduli spaces Mpy, ξq “ ŤjMpy, ξj , ξjq, where Mpy, ξj , ξjq is the space of
holomorphic disks with boundary on L Y R3 with three boundary punctures, one positive
puncture at y and two punctures at the intersection point ξj .
‚ The union of moduli spaces Mpy, ηq “ ŤjMpy, ηj , ηjq, where Mpy, ηj , ηjq is the space of
holomorphic disks with boundary on L Y R3 with three boundary punctures, one positive
puncture at y and two punctures at the intersection point ηj .
Lemma 5.4. For a generic almost complex structure, the moduli space Manpyq is transversely cut
out and forms a weighted 1-manifold with a natural compactification. Its boundary is
BManpyq “ Mpyq ˆevB ManpR3, Lq Y Mpy;Lq Y Manpy,aq Y Manpyq ˆevB MpLq
Y Mpy, ξq Y Mpy, ηq.(5.2)
Here, Manpy,aq has algebraically zero points since y is a cycle and Manpyq ˆevB MpLq has alge-
braically zero points since MpLq is empty by Lemma 3.2.
Proof. Note that every curve in Mpyq has injective points near the positive puncture, and hence
standard arguments show that perturbing the almost complex structure suffices to achieve transver-
sality. To understand the boundary, we consider degenerations of the domain where the limit is
either a nodal curve with one disk and one annulus component or the conformal ratio of the annulus
goes to infinity. The nodal limits are curves in
Mpyq ˆevB ManpR3, Lq Y Manpy,aq Y Manpyq ˆevB MpLq.
To parameterize a neighborhood of the boundary of Manpyq, we use Lemma 5.2 for Mpyq ˆevB
ManpR3, Lq, for Manpy,aq we use SFT-gluing, see e.g. [CELN17, Section 10] and for Manpyq ˆevB
MpLq we use standard boundary gluing, see [ES16, Section 6].
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Figure 6. The boundary of Manpyq
Degeneration of the conformal ratio of the annulus corresponds to
Mpy;Lq Y Mpy, ξq Y Mpy, ηq,
where a neighborhood of the boundary is parameterized via Lemma 5.1 for Mpy, Lq (which corre-
sponds to when the modulus of the annulus goes to infinity), and gluing at a Lagrangian intersection
point for Mpy, ξqYMpy, ηq (corresponding to when the modulus goes to zero), see [ES14, Appendix
A.4–6]. 
5.3. Curve counts at infinity. In this section, we find 1-dimensional moduli spaces which serve as
cobordisms between the boundary components of Manpyq in (5.2) that do not involve Lagrangian
double points and holomorphic curves at infinity, namely Mpyq ˆevB ManpR3, Lq, Mpy;Lq and
Manpyq ˆevB MpLq. In order to treat L “ LδK and L “ M δK simultaneously, we consider curves α
and β in ΛK that generate H1pΛK ,Zq, so that α generates H1pL,Zq and β is null-homologous in
L. (I.e., α “ x and β “ p if L “ LδK and vice versa if L “M δK .)
We start with MpyqˆevBManpR3, Lq. The construction here is directly analogous to the construc-
tion for the disk potential in [AENV14]. Each holomorphic annulus u : AR Ñ T ˚R3 in ManpR3, Lq,
defines, by restricting to the boundary component B0AR that maps to L, an element in H1pL;Zq.
An area argument shows that this is a positive multiple k of the generator α. Fix a smooth Borel–
Moore 2-chain σu in L giving a homology between the loop upB0ARq and kα in ΛK at infinity. We
call σu a bounding chain, as in [AENV14, Section 6.3].
Let
σ “
ď
uPManpLq
σu
denote the union of all bounding chains. Recall that there are finitely many annuli below any
given action. Define Mpy, σq as the 1-dimensional moduli space of holomorphic disks with positive
puncture at y and a boundary point mapping to σ. See Figure 7.
We next describe the boundary of Mpy, σq in terms of other moduli spaces as follows.
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Figure 7. The boundary of Mpy, σq
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Figure 8. The components at infinity in M8py, σq
‚ Let M8py, σq denote the curves in Mpy, σq at infinity, i.e., the curves associated to R-
invariant curves in ΛK ˆ R in Mpy, σq. The schematic representation of M8py, σq in
Figure 7 should be thought of as a simplification. A more accurate illustration of the terms
at infinity is given in Figure 8. Similar observations should be made about curves at infinity
in the various moduli spaces considered in this section.
‚ Let Mpy,a, σq denote the union of products
Mpy,a, σq “
ď
j
Mpy, ajq ˆMpaj , σq.
Lemma 5.5. The boundary of the moduli space Mpy, σq is
M8py, σq Y Mpyq ˆevB ManpR3, Lq Y Mpy,a, σq,
where Mpy,a, σq contains algebraically zero points since y is a cycle.
Proof. There are three sources of non compactness: either the curve breaks which corresponds to
Mpy,a, σq, or it moves to infinity without breaking which corresponds to M8py, σq, or the marked
point moves to the boundary of σ which corresponds to Mpyq ˆevB ManpR3, Lq, by definition of
σ. 
We next consider the moduli space Mpy, Lq in a similar spirit. Fix a smooth Borel–Moore 4-chain
V in T ˚R3 whose boundary is R3. Explicitly, pick a section s of the trivial bundle ST ˚R3 Ñ R3
(as in Section 4.1) and define
(5.3) V :“ ttspxq | t ě 0, x P R3u Ă T ˚R3.
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τ
Figure 9. A component of V X L “ γ, with τ Ă ΛK such that Bστ “ γ ` τ
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Figure 10. The boundary of Mpy, V q
We then identify the boundary at infinity of V , which we denote by B8V , with the section s.
We also need to take into account the fact that V X L ‰ ∅. For generic s, V X L is an oriented
1-manifold γ with boundary at infinity B8γ “ B8V X ΛK , which is an oriented 0-manifold. We
pick a 1-chain τ Ă ΛK such that Bτ “ B8γ. We take this 1-chain so that the 1-cycle γ ` τ is
null-homologous in L. Finally, pick a bounding 2-chain στ for γ ` τ . See Figure 9.
Remark 5.6. The choice of τ is not canonical. More precisely, τ is defined up to a multiple k ¨ β of
the curve β in ΛK , which is null-homologous in L.
We now introduce relevant moduli spaces. Define
Mpy, V q
as the moduli space of holomorphic disks with boundary on L, with one positive boundary puncture
at y and one interior marked point mapping to V , see Figure 10. This is a 1-dimensional moduli
space. Also, let
Mpy, στ q
denote the moduli space of holomorphic disks with boundary on L, with one positive boundary
puncture at y and one boundary marked point mapping to στ , see Figure 11. This is a 1-dimensional
moduli space as well.
Relevant 0-dimensional moduli spaces are the following:
‚ The moduli spaceM8py, B8V q of holomorphic disks at infinity (divided by the R-translation
in the symplectization), with a positive boundary puncture at y and an interior marked point
mapping to B8V .
‚ The moduli space Mpy, γq of holomorphic disks with a positive boundary puncture at y
and a boundary marked point mapping to γ.
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Figure 11. The boundary of Mpy, στ q
‚ The moduli space Mpy,a, V q: the union of products of moduli spaces Mpy, ajqˆMpaj , V q,
where Mpaj , V q is the moduli space of disks with positive puncture at aj boundary on L
and an interior marked point mapping to V .
‚ The moduli space M8py, τq of holomorphic disks at infinity, with a positive boundary
puncture at y and a boundary marked point mapping to τ (divided by the R-translation in
the symplectization).
‚ The moduli space Mpy,a, στ q: the union of products of moduli spaces Mpy, ajqˆMpaj , στ q,
where Mpaj , στ q is the moduli space of disks with positive puncture at aj boundary on L
and a boundary marked point mapping to στ .
Lemma 5.7. The 1-dimensional moduli space Mpy, V q has a natural compactification with bound-
ary
Mpy, Lq Y M8py, B8V q Y Mpy, γq Y Mpy,a, V q,
where Mpy,a, V q contains algebraically zero points since y is a cycle.
Proof. The boundary of Mpy, V q is given by three degenerations. First, the interior marked point
can move to the boundary of V , which gives Mpy, Lq. Second, the holomorphic curves can move to
the boundary in the moduli space of maps. This corresponds here to the curve moving to infinity
which gives M8py, B8V q, or to SFT-breaking which gives Mpy,a, V q. Third, the interior marked
point can move to the boundary of the domain, which corresponds to Mpy, γq. 
Similarly, we have the following result.
Lemma 5.8. The 1-dimensional moduli space Mpy, στ q has a natural compactification with bound-
ary
Mpy, γq Y M8py, τq Y Mpy,a, στ q,
where Mpy,a, στ q contains algebraically zero points since y is a cycle.
Proof. The boundary of Mpy, τq is given by two degenerations. First, the marked point can move
to the boundary of στ , which gives Mpy, γq. Second, the holomorphic curves can move to the
boundary in the moduli space of maps. This corresponds here to the curve moving to infinity
which gives M8py, τq, or to SFT-breaking which gives Mpy,a, στ q. 
We next apply these identifications of boundaries of moduli spaces to derive formulas for actual
curve counts for L “ LδK . Recall the function Gpλ, µ,Qq “ pBypλqq|aÞÑLK,λpaq that was introduced
in Definition 4.17, and the power series AnLK pλq from Section 3.1. Recall the identification of
variables for L “ LδK : α “ x and β “ p. Recall also that λ “ ex, µ “ ep, and Q “ et. Then we
have the following result.
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Figure 12. A union of moduli spaces which is a boundary.
Proposition 5.9. The following equation holds for any knot K:
(5.4) pBpGpex, 1, 1qq ¨ pBx AnLK pexqq ` pBtGpex, 1, 1qq “ 0.
Proof. We use Lemma 5.4. Since LδK X R3 “ ∅ the last two moduli spaces in equation (5.2) are
empty. Writing |M| for the algebraic count of points in the weighted 0-dimensional space M, we
get the equation:
|Mpyq ˆevB ManpR3, Lq| ` |Mpy;Lq| “ 0.
Lemma 5.5 gives
|M8py, σq| ´ |Mpyq ˆevB ManpR3, Lq| “ 0,
Lemma 5.7 gives
|Mpy;Lq| ´ |M8py, B8V q| ` |Mpy, γq| “ 0
and Lemma 5.8 yields
|Mpy, γq| ` |M8py, τq| “ 0.
We conclude that
(5.5) |M8py, σq| ` |M8py, B8V q| ` |M8py, τq| “ 0,
see Figure 12. Now, |M8py, σq| counts the number of insertions of σ (the bounding chain of annuli)
in disks at infinity with one positive puncture on y and boundary in Rˆ ΛK , and this is
(5.6) |M8py, σq| “ pBpGpex, 1, 1qq ¨
´
Bx AnLδK pe
xq
¯
.
This uses the calculation of the λ- and µ-powers in AK explained in Section 4.1. It is also useful
to observe that the coefficient of an annulus u in Bx AnLδK pexq is (up to sign) given by dpuq{mpuq
(degree over multiplicity). This is an integer number, specifically the intersection number of the
boundary of u with a surface Poincare´-dual to the longitude curve x.
Also, |M8py, B8V q| ` |M8py, τq| counts disks at infinity with an interior puncture in B8V or a
boundary puncture in τ . By Lemma 4.2, there are choices of capping surfaces Σx,Σp such that
(5.7) |M8py, B8V q| ` |M8py, τq| “ BtGpex, 1, 1q.
Equations (5.5) – (5.7) give the result. 
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Figure 13. The boundary of Mpy, ξi, ηjq
Remark 5.10. Recall the non-uniqueness of τ , see Remark 5.6. Picking a different τ differing from
the one above by k ¨ p would change the equation (5.4) to
pBpGpex, 1, 1qq ¨ pBx AnLK pexqq ` pBtGpex, 1, 1qq ` k pBpGpex, 1, 1qq “ 0,
corresponding to a change of variables t ÞÑ t` kp.
5.3.1. Proof of Proposition 4.20. According to Corollary 3.7,
AnLK pexq “
ÿ
ką0
ekx
k
“ ´ logp1´ exq,
so
pBx AnLK pexqq “
ex
1´ ex “
λ
1´ λ.
Combined with Proposition 5.9, this implies Proposition 4.20.
5.4. Counting Floer strips. In the previous section we expressed the first two non-zero boundary
terms in Lemma 5.4, see (5.2), in terms of curve counts at infinity. Here we will carry out a similar
analysis of the last two terms.
We now take L “ M δK and as above we denote by ξ “ tξiu the intersection points in L X R3 of
index 1 and by η “ tηiu those of index 2. We consider the following moduli spaces, illustrated in
Figure 13.
‚ The 1-dimensional moduli space Mpy, ξi, ηjq of holomorphic disks with a positive boundary
puncture at y and two Lagrangian intersection punctures at intersection points ξi and ηj .
‚ The 0-dimensional moduli space Mpy, ξi, ξjq of holomorphic disks with a positive boundary
puncture at y and two Lagrangian intersection punctures at intersection points ξi and ξj .
‚ The 0-dimensional moduli space Mpy, ηi, ηjq of holomorphic disks with a positive boundary
puncture at y and two Lagrangian intersection punctures at intersection points ηi and ηj .
‚ The union of products of moduli spaces
Mpy,a, ξi, ηjq “
ď
akPa
Mpy, ajq ˆMpak, ξi, ηjq.
‚ The 0-dimensional moduli space Mpξi, ηjq of holomorphic strips with one puncture at ξj
and the other at ηj .
Recall that Mpyq is the moduli space of of holomorphic disks with boundary on M δK and one
positive boundary puncture asymptotic to y.
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Lemma 5.11. The boundary of the 1-dimensional moduli space Mpy, ξi, ηjq consists of the moduli
spacesď
k
Mpξi, ηkqˆMpy, ηk, ηjq Y
ď
k
Mpy, ξi, ξkqˆMpξk, ηjq Y MpyqˆevBMpξi, ηjq Y Mpy,a, ξi, ηjq,
where Mpy,a, ξi, ηjq has algebraically zero points since y is a cycle. Here, evB are evaluation maps
at boundary components mapping to M δK .
Proof. The boundary correspond to three types of breaking. Breaking at an intersection point givesŤ
kMpξi, ηkq ˆMpy, ηk, ηjq and
Ť
kMpy, ξi, ξkq ˆMpξk, ηjq. Boundary breaking gives Mpyq ˆevB
Mpξi, ηjq. Finally, breaking at a Reeb chord gives Mpy,a, ξi, ηjq. 
We next pick reference paths γij connecting the intersection points ξi and ηj in M
δ
K . This will
be done by fixing a base point, picking paths γξi , γηj connecting to the base point, and taking γij “
γξiY´γηj . Pick also bounding chains σ˜u in M δK for the boundaries of u PMpξi, ηjq in M δK , completed
by the reference paths. We write Mpy, ξi, ηj , σ˜q for the moduli space of disks with a positive
boundary puncture at y, and a boundary marked point mapping to σ˜u, where u is a holomorphic
strip between ξi and ηj , see Figure 14. Also, let M8py, ξi, ηj , σ˜q denote the moduli space of disks
at infinity with a positive boundary puncture at y and a boundary marked point mapping to σ˜u,
and Mpy, γijq the moduli space of disks with a positive boundary puncture at y and a boundary
marked point mapping to γij . Finally, define Mpy,a, ξi, ηj , σ˜q “ ŤkMpy, akq ˆMpak, ξi, ηj , σ˜q.
Lemma 5.12. The boundary of the moduli space Mpy, ξi, ηj , σ˜q is
M8py, ξi, ηj , σ˜q Y Mpyq ˆevB Mpξi, ηjq Y Mpy, γijq Y Mpy,a, ξi, ηj , σ˜q,
where Mpy,a, ξi, ηj , σ˜q has algebraically zero points since y is a cycle, and where we can choose γij
so that Mpy, γijq has algebraically zero points.
Proof. The space M8py, ξi, ηj , σ˜q corresponds to curves moving to infinity and Mpy,a, ξi, ηj , σ˜q
corresponds to SFT-breaking. The remaining terms correspond to the boundary marked point
moving to the boundary of σ˜. To see that the last statement is true, note that BxF p1, µ, 1q ‰ 0
by Proposition 4.15(2) and add to the reference path γij a suitable multiple of the curve p near
infinity. 
Pick reference paths γij so that the last statement in Lemma 5.12 holds. Define the matrices Eξ,
Eη, and B
(5.8) pEξqij “ |Mpξi, ξjq|, pEηqij “ |Mpηi, ηjq|, Dij “ |Mpξi, ηjq|.
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Proposition 5.13. Taking λ “ ex, µ “ ep and Q “ et, we get
(5.9) pBxF p1, ep, 1qq
“Bp AnMK pepq ` Tr `D´1pBpDqpepq˘‰` pBtF p1, ep, 1qq “ 0,
where Tr denotes the trace of a matrix. It follows that
(5.10) ∆Kpepq “ p1´ epq exp
ˆż
´
ˆ BtF
BxF
˙ ˇˇˇ
p1,ep,1q
dp
˙
.
Proof. Taking into account the contributions from the last two terms in Lemma 5.4 and repeating
the argument in the proof of Proposition 5.9 gives
(5.11) pBxF p1, ep, 1qq ¨ pBp AnMK pepqq ` pBtF p1, ep, 1qq ` TrEξ ` TrEη “ 0.
On the other hand, Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12 give
Eξ ¨D `D ¨ Eη “ |M8py, ξi, ηj , σ˜q| “ pBxF p1, ep, 1qq ¨ pBpDq.
The last identity uses again the description of the λ- and µ-powers in AK in Section 4.1. Multiplying
by D´1 and taking the trace, we get
(5.12) TrEξ ` TrEη “ pBxF p1, ep, 1qq ¨ Tr
`
D´1pBpDq
˘
.
Equation (5.9) now follows from combining equations (5.11) and (5.12).
To get (5.10) from (5.9), first note that Proposition 4.7(2) implies that the denominator in the
integrand is not identically zero. Then, observe that
p1´ epq exp
ˆż
´
ˆ BtF
BxF
˙ ˇˇˇ
p1,ep,1q
dp
˙
“
“ p1´ epq exp
ˆż
Bp AnMK pepqdp`
ż
Tr
`
D´1pBpDq
˘
dp
˙
“
“ p1´ epq exp pAnMK pepqq ¨ exp
ˆż
Bpplog detDpepqq dp
˙
“
“ p1´ epq exp pAnMK pepqq ¨ detDpepq “
“ ∆Kpepq.
In the last identity, we used Theorem 1.3. 
Remark 5.14. If K is fibered, then M δK can be made to not intersect the zero section in T
˚R3, as
explained in [AENV14]. In that case, the proof of Proposition 5.13 would be simpler, since one
would not need to take into account Floer strips.
Remark 5.15. In the proof of Proposition 5.13, we used Theorem 1.3, which is a holomorphic curve
reformulation of equation (2.3) where flow loops get replaced with annuli and flow lines are replaced
with strips. One should be careful that the choices made to specify the µ-powers for flow lines in
τMorse and for strips in τstr are comptible. The latter depend on the choices of paths γξi , γηj to the
basepoint. Observe that changes in those paths would translate into multiplying the matrix Dpµq
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in (5.8) on the left and on the right by diagonal matrices whose diagonal entries are powers of µ.
The affect of that in Theorem 1.3 is to multiply τstr “ detpDpµqq by some power of µ, which is
compatible with the fact that ∆Kpµq is defined up to multiplication by such powers.
5.5. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Equation (1.1) in Theorem 1.2 is (5.10) in Proposition 5.13. To prove
(1.2), we need to show that we can replace F with AugK in Proposition 5.13, if Bλ AugK |pλ,Qq“p1,1q ‰
0. Recall that, according to Proposition 4.11, V˜K can be parametrized by pλ, µq near p1,0q. We
denote this parametrization λ,µ as before. Write Qpλ, µq for the Q-component of λ,µ and consider
the graph of Qpλ, µq:
V – tpλ, µ,Qpλ, µqqu Ă pC˚q3.
Observe that V is the image under pi of V˜K near p1,0q. Note that
F pλ, µ,Qpλ, µqq “ λ,µpBpypλ, µqqq “ 0
(because λ,µ is an augmentation), so F |V ” 0. Also, equation (4.6) implies that p∇F q|1 ‰ 0, so V
is locally cut out by F near 1 “ p1, 1, 1q.
We next show that V Ă VK . If AugK were the zero polynomial for some knot K (which is
conjecturally never the case, as recalled in Remark 4.14), then VK “ pC˚q3 and V Ă VK . On
the other hand, if AugK is not identically zero, then VK is 2-dimensional. But since V˜K is 2-
dimensional and parametrized by pλ, µq near the smooth point p1,0q, the image under pi of the
irreducible component of V˜K through p1,0q is also 2-dimensional, so it is contained in VK . This
implies that V Ă VK .
The inclusion V Ă VK then implies that along V we have dAugK “ h¨pdF q for some holomorphic
function h defined near 1. Therefore, if Bλ AugK ‰ 0 then h ‰ 0 and we get
BQ AugK
Bλ AugK “
h ¨ pBQF q
h ¨ pBλF q “
BQF
BλF .
Theorem 1.2 then follows from Proposition 5.13. 
Remark 5.16. According to formula (5.10), one can obtain ∆K from the function F for every knot
K. The proof of Theorem 1.2 above shows that F cuts out a smooth surface V Ă VK near 1. If
VK is 2-dimensional (as is conjectured for every K), then V is locally a branch of VK . Thus, even
when formula (1.2) does not hold, we can say that it makes sense along a suitable branch of the
augmentation variety.
Remark 5.17. It is a general fact that pBµF q|λ“Q“1 ” 0. This is because
BµF p1, µ, 1q “ Bµ
`
1,µpBpyp1, µqqq
˘ “ 0,
since 1,µ ˝ B “ 0. The inclusion V Ă VK then implies that pBµ AugKq|λ“Q“1 ” 0 for every knot K.
5.6. Independence of choices. Writing the DGA AK with coefficients in R “ Crλ˘1, µ˘1, Q˘1s
required making some choices, as discussed in Section 4.1. We now study the (in)dependence of
equation (5.10), and hence of (1.2), on these choices.
‚ Capping half-disks for Reeb chords: Let B˜ be the new R-linear differential on AK
obtained by changing the capping half-disk of a Reeb chord c. Recall that two such capping
disks differ by an element of pi2pST ˚R3,ΛKq – H2pST ˚R3,ΛK ;Zq. If c is of degree different
than 1, then F is not altered by this change in capping disks. If c is of degree 1 and is a
term in the cycle y in Definition 4.27, then y can be suitably altered so that F (and hence
also formula (5.10)) does not change.
‚ Meridian in ΛK : A change of meridian curve for K (which we also called a change of
framing (4.1)) would yield a change of variables of the form pλ, µ,Qq ÞÑ pλ, λkµ,Qq, for
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some k P Z. pλ, µ,Qq ÞÑ pλ, µλk, Qq, Such a change would not affect the numerator on the
integrand in (5.10). The denominator would change to
MK pBλF ` kλk´1µBµF q.
But MK pBµF q “ 0, as we saw in Remark 5.17, so the integrand in (5.10) remains unchanged.
Note also that changing the orientation of K correponds to pλ, µ,Qq ÞÑ pλ´1, µ´1, Qq in
F (the direction of p changes, to preserve x ¨ p “ 1). This changes ∆Kpµq to ∆Kpµ´1q.
It is well-known that the Alexander polynomial is invariant under this operation (see for
instance [Sei35, Mil62]), which is compatible with the fact that ∆Kpµq does not depend on
the orientation of K.
‚ Capping disks for longitude and meridian: Recall that this is equivalent to a choice
of splitting of the short exact sequence (4.2). A change in that splitting corresponds to a
change of variables pλ, µ,Qq ÞÑ pλQl, µQm, Qq, for some l,m P Z. The integrand in (5.10)
changes to
MK
ˆ
´l ´m BµFBλF ´
BQF
BλF
˙
“ ´l ´ MK
ˆBQF
BλF
˙
,
where we used again the fact that MK pBµF q “ 0. This change has the effect of multiplying
∆Kpµq by µ´l, and it is compatible with the fact that the Alexander polynomial is defined
up to multiplication by a power of µ.
6. Examples
6.1. The right-handed trefoil. The right-handed trefoil is represented by the 2-strand braid σ´31 .
In the flow tree model, its Legendrian DGA is generated in degree 0 by orbits a1,2, a2,1, in degree
1 by b1,2, b2,1, c1,1, c1,2, c2,1, c2,2 and in degree 2 by e1,1, e1,2, e2,1, e2,2. The differential in degree 1 is$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
Bc1,1 “ λµ´2 ´ λµ´3 ´ p2Q´ µqa1,2 ´Qa21,2a2,1
Bc1,2 “ Q´ µ` µa1,2 `Qa1,2a2,1
Bc2,1 “ Q´ µ` λµ´2a2,1 `Qa1,2a2,1
Bc2,2 “ µ´ 1´Qa2,1 ` µa1,2a2,1
Bb1,2 “ λ´1µ3a1,2 ´ a2,1
Bb2,1 “ ´a1,2 ` λµ´3a2,1
For details, see [EN18, Section 7.2]. Note that we applied the transformation λ ÞÑ λµ´3 to the
formulas in that reference, since in our conventions the x curve must be null-homologous in R3zK.
On chords of degree 0, we get
MK pa1,2q “ µ´2pµ´ 1q, MK pa2,1q “ µpµ´ 1q.
One can then compute the MK -linearized differential, and see that its kernel in degree 1 is
spanned by
y1 “ µ2p2´ µq c2,1 ` µp2µ´ 1q c2,2 ` p1´ µ2q b1,2
y2 “ µ4p2µ´ 1q c1,1 ` µ2p3´ 4µ` 2µ2q c2,1 ` p1´ µ` µ2q b1,2
y3 “ c1,2 ´ c2,1 ´ λµ´2b1,2
y4 “ λµ´3b1,2 ` b2,1
Writing F1 “ pBy1qaÞÑMK,µpaq, we can compute
pBλF1q|pλ,Qq“p1,1q “ µpµ´ 1qpµ2 ´ µ` 1q
pBQF1q|pλ,Qq“p1,1q “ µp2´ 4µ` 6µ2 ´ 3µ3q
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and the right side of formula (5.10) is µ2p1 ´ µ ` µ2q, which is the Alexander polynomial of the
trefoil knot (up to the usual ambiguity of a power of µ). Using y2 instead of y1 would also yield
the Alexander polynomial of the trefoil. If we used y3 or y4, then the integrand on the right side of
(5.10) would be 00 , so these cycles would not be suitable for computing the Alexander polynomial.
From the DGA differential of chords of degree 1, one can also obtain the augmentation polynomial
of the right-handed trefoil, which is
AugKpλ, µ,Qq “ λ2pµ´ 1q ` λpµ4 ´ µ3Q` 2µ2Q2 ´ 2µ2Q´ µQ2 `Q2q ` pµ3Q4 ´ µ4Q3q.
See again [EN18, Section 7.2] for details. Formula (1.2) can then also be verified for the right-handed
trefoil.
6.2. Other examples. One can find a Mathematica notebook with augmentation polynomials of
many knots, up to 10 crossings, on Lenhard Ng’s webpage. Equation (1.2) gives the Alexander
polynomial for all of these examples, except the 820 knot and a connected sum of a left-handed
trefoil with a right-handed trefoil. In both cases, Bx AugK |pλ,Qq“p1,1q “ BQ AugK |pλ,Qq“p1,1q “ 0.
Recall from Remark 5.16 that for a general knot with 2-dimensional augmentation variety, one can
obtain the Alexander polynomial from a suitable branch of the VK . In the case of the connected
sum of a left-handed and a right-handed trefoil, one can understand geometrically the origin of
different branches containing the line tp1, µ, 1qu.
For this, recall that the augmentation variety restricted to Q “ 1 behaves well under connected
sums, as explained in [Ng08, Proposition 5.8]3 :
(6.1) VK1#K2 |Q“1 “ tpλ1λ2, µq|pλi, µ, 1q P VKi for i “ 1, 2u
The 2-variable augmentation polynomial for the left handed trefoil is
pλ´ 1qpµ´ 1qp1` λµ3q.
We have three branches: tλ “ 1u and tµ “ 1u, corresponding to the fillings MK and LK , re-
spectively, as well as λ “ ´µ´3. The 2-variable augmentation variety for the right-handed trefoil
is
pλ´ 1qpµ´ 1qpλ` µ3q.
The branches are now tλ “ 1u, tµ “ 1u and λ “ ´µ3. Equation (6.1) shows that the third
branches of the 2-variable augmentation varieties of the left- and right-handed trefoils combine to
give a new branch covering the line λ “ 1 in the 2-variable augmentation variety of the connected
sum. Allowing Q ‰ 1, we get a new branch of VK containing the line p1, µ, 1q, as wanted.
7. Disk potentials, SFT-stretching, and a deformation of the Alexander
polynomial
In this section we discuss connections of the study undertaken in this paper to more physi-
cally inspired treatments of knot theory, in particular open topological strings and Gromov–Witten
theory. We will see that our results suggest a natural Q-deformation, Q “ et, of the Alexan-
der polynomial, and that this is related to disk potentials and Floer torsion. We will also ob-
serve that the higher genus counterparts give a geometric framework for invariants introduced in
[GPV17, GPPV17, GM19], as outlined in [EGG`20]. Our discussion in this section does not con-
tain full proofs of all the transversality and gluing theorems needed. The perturbation scheme for
counting bare curves, see [ES19], suffices for this purpose, but we will not give a detailed treatment
here. Nevertheless, the results discussed give important information about the SFT-stretched limit
and serve as a starting point for connections to physically inspired invariants in low-dimensional
topology.
3We are assuming that VK |Q“1 is equal to the 2-variable augmentation variety (the Zariski closure in the pλ, µq-
plane of the points pλ0, µ0, 1q which can be lifted to an augmentation of AK), which is true in these examples but
not known for a general knot.
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Figure 16. Strip with two positive ends and boundary on two cotangent fibers F1
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7.1. Basic disk potentials and SFT-stretching. Given (5.10), we could define aQ-deformation,
Q “ et, of the Alexander polynomial by taking
∆Kpep, etq “ p1´ epq exp
ˆż
´
ˆ BtF
BxF
˙ ˇˇˇ
tF“0u
dp
˙
“(7.1)
“ p1´ epq exp
ˆż
´
ˆBt AugK
BxAugK
˙ ˇˇˇ
tF“0u
dp
˙
,
where we can write the second equality when Bx AugK does not vanish. We will see how this
deformation is related to disk potentials and Floer torsion.
Consider first the case L “ LδK , for δ ą 0. Here L X R3 “ ∅ and we consider SFT-stretching
along an -sphere bundle ST
˚R3 for  small compared to δ, as in [ES19]. Under such stretching
all holomorphic curves with boundary on LYR3 leave R3, since there are no closed Reeb orbits in
ST ˚R3. Thus, after stretching the curves represent relative homology classes in H2pT ˚R3zR3, Lq,
which is generated by x and t (recall that the meridian p is a boundary in LδK ). In particular, count-
ing generalized holomorphic disks with boundary on L in a sufficiently stretched almost complex
structure gives a Gromov–Witten disk potential
W 0Kpx, tq “
ÿ
ną0
Cnpetqenx,
where Cnpetq is the count of curves with boundary in the class of n times the generator of H1pLq.
We then have the following local parameterization of a branch of the augmentation variety:
(7.2) p “ BW
0
K
Bx ,
see [AENV14] and [Ekh18]. (One can also think of the SFT-stretched curve counts as taking place
in the resolved conifold, after conifold transition.)
We next show that we can define a disk potential in a similiar way also for L “ M δK , although
M δK may intersect R3. To this end, we first slightly deform M δK so that its intersection with some
neighborhood of the 0-section coincides with a finite number of cotangent fibers. We then SFT-
stretch in a smaller -neighborhood. In this case the situation is less straightforward. However, the
geometry in the negative end after stretching is easy to understand. Using the flat metric we have
Reeb chords γij between any two distinct fibers Fi, Fj and no other Reeb chords. Furthermore,
the Lagrangian L in the negative end consists of fibers Fi.
Lemma 7.1. The dimension of any moduli space of holomorphic curves with boundary on F “ ŤFi
and m positive punctures equals m.
Proof. The Conley–Zehnder index of the Reeb chords are 0. The dimension formula then follows
from [CEL10]. 
Using this formula we find that M δK defines a basic disk potential that is invariant under defor-
mations.
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Proposition 7.2. For sufficiently stretched almost complex structure, all holomorphic disks with
boundary on M δK lie outside the -neighborhood. Define the corresponding basic disk potential
U0Kpp, tq “
ÿ
ną0
Bnpetqenp,
counting generalized holomorphic disks. This U0K is invariant under deformations and
(7.3) x “ BU
0
K
Bp
gives a local branch of the augmentation variety.
Proof. We need to show that under stretching there are no broken disks with lower level in the
negative end. The minimal dimension of such a lower level is 2, corresponding to a strip with two
positive ends, see Figure 16. Since it came from a rigid disk, the strip is capped at an upper level by
two punctured disks (the cappings might in principle consist of more complicated configurations,
which would also contain components of negative index), and the sum of their expected dimensions
is ´2, hence they do not exist generically. It follows that no disk can lie in the neighborhood
and that the count is invariant in 1-parameter families (degenerations that do not involve the
negative end are treated as usual, see [AENV14]). The last statement then follows exactly as in
[AENV14]. 
Remark 7.3. The basic potential function U0K was constructed in [AENV14] for fibered knots.
Proposition 7.2 extends the construction of U0K to an arbitrary knot.
Recall now the integral in (5.10). As we observe in Remark 5.16, the function F locally cuts out
a branch of VK , along which we can writeż
´BtFBxF dp “
ż
Btxpt, pqdp.
If this branch is cut out by (7.3), then
(7.4)
ż
Btxpt, pqdp “
ż
BtBpU0Kdp “ BtU0K ,
hence in this case the Q-deformation of the Alexander polynomial (7.1) can be written as
∆Kpep, etq “ p1´ epq exp
`BtU0K˘ .
We will see below that there is strong evidence in this direction for fibered knots, but not every
knot. For general K, one must also take into account disks with negative punctures at the Reeb
chords γij mentioned above, and the disk potential for MK is not unique.
Remark 7.4. As we just saw, if the two branches of VK coincide, we have
∆Kpepq “ p1´ epq lim
tÑ0 exp
`BtU0K ˇˇt“0˘ .
One might wonder how much information about U0Kpp, tq is known by ∆Kpµq. Replacing MK and
U0K with LK and W
0
K suggests that much information is lost in the limit. Using equations (4.16)
and (4.17) and Proposition 4.20, the result of exchanging x and p in Theorem 1.2 is
p1´ exq exp
ˆż
´
ˆ BtF
BpF
˙ ˇˇˇ
pex,1,1q
dx
˙
“ p1´ exq exp
ˆż
ex
1´ exdx
˙
“ 1(7.5)
for every knot K and this expression remembers nothing about the disk potential W 0K , which is
indeed very different for different knots.
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7.2. Invariance of Floer torsion. A first sign that input from extra negative punctures at the
Reeb chords γij may be necessary comes from the Floer cohomological torsion of CF
˚pR3,M δK q,
defined as the product
(7.6) τKpep, etq “ ζanpep, etq ¨ τstrpep, etq.
Here, ζanpep, etq is a count of all disconnected generalized holomorphic annuli from R3 to M δK in
T ˚R3. Since there are no closed Reeb orbits in ST ˚R3, generalized annuli are (trees of) disks with
an intersection with the 4-chain V from (5.3), in the SFT-stretched limit, hence
(7.7) ζanpep, etq “ exppBtU0Kpp, tqq.
On the other hand, τstrpep, etq “ detpDq, where D is the Floer differential in the Floer cohomology
complex CF ˚pR3,M δK q with Novikov coefficients. This differential counts two-level curves in the
stretched limit, with the lower level being a trivial strip over a straight line, as discussed above.
We show in Proposition 7.2 that τK is invariant under deformations. As discussed in Section 7.4
the study of τK leads to a more general notion of disk potential for MK , counting also disks with
negative punctures at the Reeb chords γij . We denote such generalized disk potentials by U
0,
K .
Remark 7.5. To compute the powers of et in counts of disks and annuli, we need to define an
intersection number with the 4-chain V . To force such intersections into the interior of the curves,
we must specify a way to push the boundaries of the disks in R3 off of R3 in T ˚R3, compare [EN18,
Section 2]. Also, the 4-chain intersects MK so there will be contributions to e
t from linking with
this locus, and defining them needs additional choices of capping paths. We will not go into the
details of making all these choices here.
Remark 7.6. In view of [EN18, Ekh18], it is natural to consider the all genus counterpart U Kpp, t, gsq
of the disk potential:
U Kpp, t, gsq “ g´1s U0,K pp, tq ` U1,K pp, tq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` g´rs U r`1,K pp, tq ` . . . ,
where U r`1,K counts generalized holomorphic curves of Euler characteristic χ “ ´r, possibly with
negative punctures. The Lagrangians MK and LK share ideal contact boundary ΛK . The Legen-
drian SFT of ΛK determines an operator pAKpepˆ, exˆ, et, egsq, where the operator epˆ acts as multiplica-
tion by ep and exˆ acts as e´gsBp . In particular, epˆexˆ “ egsexˆepˆ. This is a quantization of the augmen-
tation polynomial AugK and, through holomorphic curve counting for LK , pAKpepˆ, exˆ, et, egsq “ 0 is
the recursion relation for the colored HOMFLY-polynomial. In view of this, one expects from SFT
that pAKΨK “ 0, where ΨK “ exp pU Kq. This observation together with Theorem 1.2, which in
this context gives the semi-classical limit of the un-normalized expectation value exp pNgsBtqΨKppq,
lead to a large N version, or Q-deformation, of the invariant pZ, [GPV17, GPPV17, GM19], for
knot complements, see [EGG`20].
Our next result will be used to show that the basic disk potential U0K gives in general a different
branch of the augmentation variety than that associated to the Alexander polynomial. We will
write m for a meridian curve representing the generator p of H1pMKq and λstd “ ři pidqi for the
standard Liouville form in T ˚R3.
Proposition 7.7. The torsion τK is invariant under deformations (changing J , Lagrangian iso-
topies of M δK , etc.) for which
ş
m λstd remains positive.
Proof. We want to show that τKpp, tq is invariant under deformations. Consider a generic 1-
parameter family of geometric data with a perturbation scheme in which output punctures in
several level holomorphic disks buildings are time-ordered. Using the positivity hypothesis, we can
show the invariance of τK by studying codimension one phenomena associated to the presence of
intersection points. Bifurcations of Floer strips are associated to four types of curves (see Figure
17):
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M δK
R3 ηj
ξi
ξi ξk
ηj´1 1
ξi ηk
ηj
1 ´1Ñ or1
Figure 17. Splitting of disks of index ´1 from Floer strips
´1
R3
M δK
Ñ
M δK
R3
ξi
or
M δK
R3
ηj
0 ´1
Figure 18. Pinching of holomorphic annuli into index ´1 strips
‚ A disk of index p´1q in Mpξi, ξjq, ξi ‰ ξj .
‚ A disk of index p´1q in Mpηi, ηjq, ηi ‰ ηj .
‚ A disk of index p´1q in Mpξi, ξiq.
‚ A disk of index p´1q in Mpηi, ηiq.
We note that the last two p´1q curves also arise as the limits of pinched holomorphic annuli, see
Figure 18.
To see that τK remains invariant under the first two p´1q-instances, we note that it is well-known
how they affect the differential Dpep, etq: by row or column operations. This leaves detpDq fixed
and hence τK does not change.
Consider next a p´1q-disk δ in Mpξi, ξiq. Here the differential changes by adding this disk to
ξ. This means that the determinant is multiplied by p1` δq. On the other hand, the contribution
to τK from the annulus that pinched giving δ is multiplication by p1 ` δq as well (consider all
disconnected curve configurations without and with this annulus). Thus the factor 1`δ just moves
between the annulus count and the determinant, leaving τK unchanged. 
Remark 7.8. Note that the deformation invariance of U0K in Proposition 7.2 and of τK in Proposition
7.7, combined with (7.7), imply that in (7.6) both factors are invariant for sufficiently SFT-stretched
almost complex structures. Another way to see this is to observe that a p´1q-disk where they would
change would have to limit to a Reeb chord connecting a fiber to itself, and there are no such Reeb
chords in ST ˚R3.
7.3. Deformation of the Alexander polynomial for fibered knots. Let K be a fibered knot.
Then there is a non-zero 1-form ηM on MK and we can shift MK off of R3 in T ˚R3. This means
that the Floer torsion of MK can be expressed as
τK “ ζanpep, etq,
since there are no strips.
Proposition 7.9. If K is a fibered knot and U0K denotes the basic disk potential of MK then
(7.8) ∆Kpepq “ p1´ epq lim
tÑ0 exp
`BtU0Kpp, tq˘ .
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Proof. Combining (7.7) with Proposition 7.7, Lemma 3.8, and (2.3), we have
lim
tÑ0 exppBtU
0
Kpp, tqq “ lim
tÑ0 ζanpe
p, etq “ ζlooppepq “ p1´ epq´1∆Kpepq,
as wanted. 
This result, combined with (7.4) above, implies that the branch of the augmentation variety cut
out by U0K in (7.3) is tangent along the line px, tq “ p0, 0q to the branch cut out by the function F in
Remark 5.16. If these branches coincided, then we would conclude the identity of Q-deformations
of the Alexander polynomial
p1´ epqτKpep, etq “ ∆pep, etq,
where the left side is defined in (7.6) and the right side is defined in (7.1). It seems likely that this
holds for every knot K.
7.4. Deformation of the Alexander polynomial for non-fibered knots. In this section we
consider the geometry of deformations of the Alexander polynomial for non-fibered knots. This is
more complicated than the case of fibered knots and involves counts of curves with negative bound-
ary punctures, which is not yet properly understood. First ideas in this direction are presented in
[EGG`20, Section 4].
If K 1 is fibered then the leading coefficient of ∆K1pepq equals ˘1. Consider a non-fibered knot
K with this leading coefficient not equal to 1. Our first observation is that Proposition 7.9, where
U0Kpp, tq is the basic disk potential, does not hold for K. The reason is that for action reasons,
any non-constant holomorphic disk with boundary in MK contributes to the e
kp-coefficient in U0K
where k ą 0. Therefore the leading coefficient in the right hand side of (7.8) equals 1, whereas the
leading coefficient in the left hand side is not equal to 1.
Since p1´epqτKpep, etq from (7.6) gives a Q-deformation of the Alexander polynomial also in the
non-fibered case, it is natural to expect that this deformation can be expressed in terms of a disk
potential for general K. Applying SFT-stretching to (7.6), one expects corrections to U0K to come
from disks with negative punctures at the Reeb chords αij of grading 0, connecting cotangent fibers
over the points ξi and ηj . More precisely, given a collection  of functions αijpt, pq for all Reeb
chords αij connecting ξi to ηj , we define the disk potential U
0,
K pt, pq as the count of generalized
disks in a sufficiently SFT-stretched almost complex structure on T ˚R3 with boundary on MK and
negative punctures at chords αij , where we write a factor αijpt, pq for each negative puncture where
the disk is asymptotic to αij . We then expect the following.
Conjecture 7.10. For any knot K there is a collection of functions  “ tαijpt, pqu such that the
following two properties hold
(1) The disk potential U0,K pp, tq is invariant under deformations and x “ BU0,K {Bp cuts out a
branch of the augmentation variety.
(2) The disk potential U0,K pp, tq recovers ∆Kpepq as tÑ 0. More precisely,
lim
tÑ0 exp
´
BtU0,K pp, tq
¯
“ p1´ epq´1∆Kpepq.
Condition p1q in Conjecture 7.10 requires  to be an augmentation of a dg-algebra generated by
all the Reeb chords connecting cotangent fibers at the critical points ξi and ηj . For more details
on this, we refer to [EGG`20, Section 4].
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